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CAPITOL

Capt. Albert Tibbetts Inter
ested In Red Jacket Story Many Important Hearings Are Scheduled For This Week
—Knox and Lincoln Matters.
—The Frederick Billings.

TALK OF THE TOWN
King Solomon's Temple Chapter
has a special meeting for work
Thursday night.

Mrs. J. If. Flanagan would be
Augusta, Feb. 9. (Special to The Augusta as embodied in a bill pre much pleased if somebody would
This is the day when the canvassers for Community Fair start their
Courier-Gazette)—The battle royal sented by IMaher of Augusta. Port kindly loan a small cash register for
will be staged, it is expected, when land lawmakers are said to be mak use during the Community Fair.
ticket-selling campaign. This advertisement bespeaks your welcome to them.
the act in relation to standard time ing plans for an amendment to the
comes before the Commerce commit bill, when it appears before the
A blazing cross on the side of Mt.
The proceeds of the big Fair this year will be devoted to the welfare of the
tee Wednesday. It will be recalled Maine Publicity committee, changing Battle Saturday night attracted at
that this bill was introduced by Har- the location from Augusta to Port tention far and wide, and was taken
boys and girls of this city—the equipping of the New High School and the
U*
••• •••
••• «•■•«••••••• ••• •••
| riman of Readfield, making it illegal land. Those in favor of the location us an evidence of K. K. K. activities.
putting of the final touches on the Broadway Athletic Field. The workers are
My grandson in Long Beach, sent and tineable to observe daylight sav- at Portland point to their Municipal
It is in great dange-s tli.u we
The Business & Professional Wo
* 1 fn(‘ a few days ago, a copy of Yacht- j ing time. The bill is sponsored by organ and their Fifth Infantry Band
great courtge.—Bernard
operating from the office of the Chamber of Commerce on a philanthropic
X 'ng ccontaining a picture of that ship,i the Agricultural Club and It is ex- as big drawing cards. If the amend- men's Club is growing by leaps and
!
I
jg ... ...
*•• ••• ••• ... ••• ••• ••*
... gg being the same as that mentioned in 1 pected that keen opposition will be ment is adopted, Portland will share bounds.
Eleven applications for
movement that has the full approval of the Chamber.
The Courier-Gazette. Quite a long met by a delegation coming from j the expense with the State. It will membership were received at the
MIDWINTER
time ago there was a large picture Portland to ta[ke part in the pro- ] be recalled that In Augusta, Camp last meeting.
of the Red Jacket, in the iee off Cape ceedings. Senator Carter of Lewis Keyes was suggested as a location
[For The Courier-Gazette)
Members of K^ox Bar will sym
Horn, hanging on the wall in the of ton is chairman of the Commerce because no rent would be paid.
Under (he white arms of the snow
fice of one of our old time lumber committee.
What the Kennebec solons have to pathize with Associate Justice Guy
The hemlock boughs are bending low,
• • ♦ •
men. I sent- to fhe lithographers in
And down the trail In the waning light
say will be interesting to "listen in" II. Sturgis in the death of his wife,
The dim gray shadows of the night
New Y'ork for a copy of it and re
A bill introduced by Cram of on.
Some predict it will not be which took place at her home in
From out their hidden coverts creep
ceived reply that in a fire occurring Cumberland to Install mechanical passed.
Portland Saturday.
Into a wailing forest-deep;
While the frozen snap of a branch o’erhead in the building occupied by them the ballot boxes, making it optional with
And the crunch of snow beneath my tread
Rev. A- E. Morris, formerly pastor
stone from wnich the picture had the voting precinct, has been killed.
"Know Maine Products" was the of the Methodist church In Thomas
Cut with a sword of crystal sound
been printed, had been broken, to It was voted ‘‘ought not to pass."
Into the night that wraps me round
slogan
which
was
adopted
at
the
ton is soon to leave the Methodist
gether with several others and they Senator Cram expects to file another
—Anne Robinson.
meeting of the Maine Products com church in Bangor, where he has been
i Brunswick, Feb. 7.
could not duplicate my order. In bill which would authorize cities and
mittee
last
week
in
Augusta
and
at
located the past seven years.
course of time the lumberman died towns to provide at their own ex
which a number of the leading
THE ARCTIC WANDERER
and his property changed hands. pense ballot boxes with mechanical
First February since Rockland be
Tlte newcomers renovated his old devises for receiving and counting manufacturers of the State expressed
£
[Fur The Courier-Gazette]
their views. “Maine Week" will he came a city that the Republican and
office and being
interested in i.hlps ballots.
Poets may ring > of the sunny suuth,
held the last of this month or the Democratic parties were not issuing
• • • ♦
put the picture away In a warehouse
Bui me for the land of snow ;
first of March. This is not a part calls for caucuses. The city election
There’s no place like the frozen North
where I found It and had it given to
The act to disorganize the Criecf the Maine Publicity committee, this year will not taW place until
When the glass Is sixty below
me.
haven plantation would make school
WEDNESDAY
I had it on the wall at home for government easier and the tax rate which is presenting a number of bills peci,mber.
bask in the glint of the Northern Lights 1
In their rays of green and gold,
I a number of years, and when the would be lowered considerably, was at the 82d Legislature, but it is
and THURSDAY
I gloat in tire gloom of the Arctic nlgiits
The lighthouse tender Hibiscus,
earthquake of 1906 destroyed the San the argument made by H- D. Crie, closely allied to it.
• • • •
And embrace their bitter cold.
which had been breaking ice up Bel
I Francisco Merchants Exchange, to representing the Crie estate in supgether with all the pictures and j 1M)rt of the resolve of dissolution,
2 Shows—2:00, 7:30
"Ought not to pass" was reported fast way was in port yesterday, but
I wander over the frozen pack
Fnun Alaska to Greenland’s shore.
models they had in it.,I sent the Red | q-he hearing was before the Legal on an act to repeal the act incorpo found no need fee her services In this
Front Baltin Land to Ontenak,
Jacket and several other pictures of j Affairs committee,
rating the Boothbay Harbor High vicinity, and was scheduled to return
Then across to Labrador.
celebrated ships, etc. to that institu
School. This act was referred from to Portland today.
j I hunt the otter, mink and seal
tion, which the management greatly
An effort to bar freak bills finds ex the 81st Legislature and was heard
As I roam from shore to shore,
Simon K. Hart, the well known
! appreciated. This started a new gal- pression in sentiments of a number. by the Education committee.
I gorge myself on their raw red meat
marble worker, is soon to engage in
f lery and various parties contributed It has been suggested that bills, be
• • • •
And wash It down with their gore.
business for himself. He has lately
until they have the wails of the as fore their introduction In the Legis
Two acts relating to the registra returned from Boston, whither he
When the blizzards roar o’er the frozen waste sembly room, on main floor covered lature be referred either to the At
i! It is th«r*I seek my lair,
tion
and
enrollment
of
voters
in
the
went to buy stock. He declares that
with lithographs, oil, paintings, etc. torney General or to a special legis
lie and sleep and am well content.
primary elections a Hill to enlarge
For I ant a Poiar Bear.
I of ships.
lative council. Such a plan was the powers of the State Highway the streets of Boston were not in
nearly ns good condition after the
—Charles F. Herrick.
I was always told that when the ' adopted under the late Gov. Haines.
Swan’s Island.
police, and a measure for the im recent storm as Rockland's were.
Red Jacket was launched she went
provement of navigation and the de
across to the point and struck the
A State Medical school to be lo
AN OCEAN LULLABBY
Town Clerk James A. Collins of
schooner Warrior, owned by my fa cated at University of Maine has velopment of water power in the
ther and Capt. Johnson Pillsbury been the cause of much interest and rivers and tidal waters of the State. Owl's Head reported the arrival of
[For The Courier-Gazette]
(father of Capt. A. F. Pilsbury of it is understood that the hill will he alc among the flood of blits to be a large flock of wild geese at Ingra
Sleep, well, my darling!
The waves glide above you;
San Francisco), knocking the stern introduced by Buzzell of Waldo. considered by the committees of the ham Hill Saturday morning. Three
The seaweed and sponge
legislature during the week.
or four of the water fowl dropped
off the schooner.
President Little of the University of
Make a rest for jour head;
One of the proposed amendments out at the Head of the Bay, and
Among the other things that I sent Maine asks if the present time is the
The beautiful sea women
Surely must love you:
to the San Francisco Merchants Ex- proper time to consider the proposi- to the primary law would make com were seen flopping around among
Oh, dream there of me
change
was a large spread eagle that i (ion and jf a finn foundation for pulsory the enrollment of voters six the ice -cakes.
Till the sea gives up its dead.
came off the paddle box of the side , such w„uld be assured at the start, months before each primary and the
Miss Alberta Farnham, a former
The spindrift and spray,
wheel steamer Brother Jonathan. The school, so propounded by Presi- other amendment seeks to make
party enrollment in primary elec Rockland girl, 'has been elected
When the storm rends the ocean,
that
was
wrecked
about
60
miles
dent
Little
would
cost
the
State
In
Featu ring:
Tlie sunshine that ripples
north of Eureka in 1865, one of Capt-! the neighborhood of $100,000 a year. tions universal. The judiciary com president of the Belfast Business
The sea o’er your bed,
mittee will hold a hearing on both of and Professional Women’s Club, an
Richard Snow's aunts being among J
» » • •
They all speak to me,
Of your love and devotion,
the passengers lost at that time, j The state Commissioner of Bduca- these acts at 2 o’clock Thursday organization which in the past two
Sleep well and rest on
This was Miss Eliza Snow, daughter j lion ,nay receive a yearly salary of afternoon, and at the same time will years has raised and disbursed over
Till the sea gives up its dead.
Miss Farnham is assistant
of Capt. Israel Snow. The eagle $7,000 as an increase of $2,000 is hear arguments for and against an $4000.
1 am not jealous
came ashore here on the beach north asked In a resolve introduced by act .providing that a voter changing cashier of the City National Bank.
Of golden-hair’d women
his
residence
from
one
ward
or
of Samoa, and was brought across Allen of York.
«
Who eomb their wild locks
precinct to another may vote in tho
The famous old steamer Yankton,
• » • •
the bay and sold to a saloon keeper
As they sing round your bed ;
ward or precinct of his new resi once the private yacht of Sarah
Their soft smiles will cheer you,
in Eureka. After his death, I ob
Bisbee of Damariscotta has intro
Their lullaby .soothes you,
tained the carving, (it was a large duced a resolve tn the House to ap dence- At the same hour the com Bernhardt, and later with the U. S.
You’ll come back to me
and Three Thousand Others
Olie) had it crated, and sent it to the propriate $600 .to aid in the construc mittee will consider an act prohib fleet In the Spanish War, is to tie
When the aea gives up 1(3 dead.
Merchants’ Excange. They had it re tion of a ferry boat to be used on iting a mortagee, or person claiming sold at auction Thursday in Boston’s
—Nana Huntley
Rockland, Feb 7.
gilded and it is now on the wall, the Richmond-Dresden ferry across under him, from entering the iprem lower harbor, where she stranded
(By RAFAEL SABATINI)
hack of the marine secretary’s the Kennebec river. Bisbee also in ises or recovering possession thereof, two weeks ago. The Yankton was in
counter, together with a lithograph troduced another resolve to approp before or after breach of condition, Rockland harbor at the time the bat
of clipper ship Sweepstakes, and of riate $1,000 to improve a section of when there is no agreement to the tleship Connecticut was tried, and a
Courier-Gazette reporter had an ex
Sacramento water front in early the river road in the towns of Dres contrary.
The State police .bill Introduced by tended interview with "Bob" Evans
days, that I had previously sent den and Pittston, providing that the
That Launching Date
Senator Wadsworth of Kennebec and on board of her.
them.
towns will each appropriate $500.
four other measures will come up
A fiery drama of elemental loves and hates.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
• • • •
* * • ♦
for hearing before the judiciary com
Sol Direct, with Fred Knight up,
It seems to me remarkable that
A
Hill
referred
to
the
Claims
com

One Rockland man who can speak
A tale of'fierce Barbary pirates and a glowing romance.
mittee at 2 p. m. Friday, and the again had things his own way on the
there can lie even a question raised
mittee
is
that
introduced
by
Thomp

as to the date of launching of the with authority concerning the -ship son of Rockland to reimburse the same committee at 2 o’clock Wednes Limerock street speedway Sunday af
The greatest novel by Sabatini, the Modem Dumas.
Other horsemen on the
ship Frederick Billings. Of course Frederick Biilings is E. J. (Southard, Knox Publishing Co. of Rockland lot day afternoon will take under con ternoon.
who did the joiner work on her cab- .
sideration the act introduced by scene were Dr. EHingwood, Charles
the tiles of the local papers show the ins.
The most dramatic and artistic success of the year.
He fixes the time of launching I advertising for primary elections of Martin of Augusta providing for the
A. Mitchell, Frank Butler, F. M. Sim
date. There was a calendar issued
as August 1885. and says that the j 1924. for which claimant failed .to examination of applicants for ii mons and Fred Carinl of Rockland
The ultimate in romance and amazing adventure.
ly the Carleton & Norwood firm
craft was about a year in building, i file account and vouchers.
censes to drive automobiles, an act and Harry Carleton and Daniel An
giving a tine picture of the ship and
to fix the penalty at 11 months in drews of Rockport. It is hoped that
the date of her launch and destruc The after house was 45 feet long and
COME EARLY AND AVOID THE RUSH
The
towns
of
Washington
and
tion. Over and above all that, there the forward house 50 feet, both being Union may profit by bills introduced stead of one year for operating an Chickawaukle Lake will be in con
must be—even forty years after—at handsomely finished and much more by Norwood of Warren asking for automobile while under the Influence dition next Sunday, when there will
TWO SHOWS
MATINEE ................. 25c, 35c. CHILDREN ................. 10e.
least a hundred residents of Rock elaborate than the cabins on pres money to aid In the construction of of intoxicating liquor, presented Hy bo classified racing.
PRICES:
2:00 and 7:30
EVENING .......................................................-..................... 35c, 50c
Maher of Kennebec, and five other
land who saw her go into the water, ent day ships.
Chester L. Pascal of Rockport roads in each of those towns. His measures.
The -following radio dramas are to
nsil capie to Rockland in June, 1885,
resolve has been referred to the
and
Mr.
Southard
are
probably
the
An act authorizing the clerk of be presented by the WGY Players,
and well remember the hundreds
Ways and Highways committee.
courts of Lincoln county to act as during the next few weeks: Feb. 12,
(more probably thousands) that cov only men now living who had charge
♦ • • •
clerk of the Lincoln Municipal “Our American Cousins;” Feb. 20,
ered every available spot at Rock of departments during the construc
A request for a grade crossing at
tion
of
the
Billings.
court and an act to require certain "The Golden Rule;" Feb. 26, "Going
Try Three Grow Brand Petrola port ,to see the fine ship go into the
The ship carried 24 men before the Wiscasset has been denied by the plantations to be subject to like lia Some;" March 5, “The Turning
tum. Pure. Delicately scented with water. I can not tell without refer mast, a captain, 1st mate, 2d mate. Public futilities Commission- The
bilities and penalties as towns re Point." The piece to lie presented
We have recently opened an
Rose Geranium, healing and satis ence to my diary the exact date of 3d mate, boatswain, steward, cook petition of the selectmen of Wiscas spectlng ways are among the matters on Feb. 12. next Thursday Is in
the launch Hut have no doubt It has
factory.—adv.
set
has
been
dismissed.
to be taken up by the legal affairs honor of Lincoln’s birthday, it being
been correctly given by others. and three hoys. The craft was blown
• • • •
the piece which was (presented at
committee Thursday afternoon.
Had I trusted my memory alone I up in a Southern Pacific port, while
Salary increases have occupied
The committee on interior waters Ford's theatre in Washington and
should have set it as in July instead laden with nitrate- Capt. Williams
of August, hut have not the slightest of Thomaston was in command at much attention of the Salaries and will give hearing at 2 p. m. Wedncs which President Lincoln was atten—in which—
Fees committee and two resolves of day to an act to change the name of Ing the night that he was assasidoubt the date that has been given the time.
interest In Knox county are the Pleasant Pond in the towns of nated.
/
-----------------------is correct-.
o. H. Tripp.
increase of salary of Milton M Whitefield and Jefferson to Clary
LOBSTER LEGISLATION
Rockland, Fell. 9.
Gridin of Rockland, clerk of courts Lake.
In the Portland news of the Press
yesterday appeared
this
The proposal for a nine-inch and Judge Miller of the Rockland
An act for the better protection of Herald
is paid on advances. As installments on
[It was the simplest thing in the legal lobster and for a change from Municipal Court.
Griffin appeared smelts and two acts relating to close item: “Libels against the steam
Member
world for the Wanterknow editor in the present Sea and Shore Fisheries for himself and in behalf of clerk time on lobsters In certain sections trawler Coot of Rockland have been
shares become due, transfers are made from
Consolidaied Stock Exchange'
the very beginning to turn to the commission to a commissioner are hire in his office. Judge Miller ap
are included in the measures before served in the United States District
this department to the regular shares and the
newspaper files and establish this the matters i f proposed leglsl’.-.ion peared in his own behalf, the pas
of /'Jew York
the committee on sea and shore fish court, the result of clalrqs against
date. But is was so interesting to that are excaing the most inter’st sage of the bill to mean that- the cries at 2.30 p. m., Thursday.
the craft for repair^ by the Halifax
interest is increased to
STOCKS and BONDS
olmerve variations in the recollec ..meng the fishermen. And the min clerk of court’s salary and .the clerk
The act introduced by ltepresenta Shipyard Company, with a hill of
tion of those who had taken part in ti go to sea in motor boats are not hire's would also he Increased. He tive -Flint of Monson providing for $3800; and Purdy Bros, of Halifax,
Publishers of the
one way and another with the event all holding similar views upon tilMC explained his added duties.
a license fee for the trapping of fur $500. Bonds will be filed allowing
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
that he preferred to let such per propositions.
Captain
Judge Miller told the committee bearing animals, another measure freedom of the boat.
which is sent free lo
sons settle the matter, if possible,
This makes a very attractive proposition
We have lit Je belief that the ’.ig- that his court was a county court, providing that It shall He unlawful Thomas F. Polk, her commander, has
investors upon request
■ between themselves. And this lias islature will vote to decrease the his jurisdiction -extending to the en to hunt- or kill moose for four years been named keeper by Deputy U. S.
which we will gladly explain to any one who
finally been done beyond contention length of a legal lobster, jalthough tire county rather than being con from July 7, 1925, an act to repeal Marshal Gilbert A. Powers."
by an
eye-witness'
diary and York county fishermen arc saiil to be fined to Rockland. He quoted fig
is interested.
10 STATE STREET BOSTON
the bounty on bears, two acts re
the files of the paper confirm the conducting quite an aggressive cam ures to show the Increasing pressure
Property owners in the residential
lating to close time on deer in cer
diary. The day was a Tuesday, Aug. paign In favor of this measure. The of his duties.
tain counties, and ten other matters section have been greatly mystified
11, 1885.—Ed.]
coast dwellers of Hancock and
Before the Salaries and Fees com relating to fish and game will hold and tremendously annoyed lately by
• • * *
Washington counties are aligned in mittee, the resolve to increase the the attention of the committee on the strong odor of gasoline which has
This Should Settle the Date
"pposltion and they argue that l'l- salary of judge of probate in Knox Inland fisheries and game at 2 p. m., entered basements and permeated to
all parts of the house. Several com
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
stirs M'-e sufficiently scarce in Milne Judge of Proliate Edward K. Gould Thursday.
The ship Frederick Billings was today and that no smaller ones appeared in its support-.
'Cuperjor
A variety of matters will come be plaints have been made to the mayor,
407 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND
» « • •
launched Aug. 11, 1885. I saw the should lie taken than permitted under
fore the committee on agriculture at and the investigation thus far made
T-tf
Bond of Jefferson has introduced a 1.30 Wednesday afternoon including leads to tho belief that the fumes
launching and made a note of it in a lilt present law. The Fisheries com
mission is also said to be firmly set resolve In the Senate relating to an act to legalize the sale of cider come from the washing of motor cars
diary 1 kept that year.
against this proposed change in tile fishing inside a line drawn from which has been treated so as to pre and draining their crank cases In
Mrs. Josiah Parsons
law and perhaiw this may he one of Damtseove to Seguin. It has been vent fermentation and which does uch manner that the liquid enters the
Rockport, Feb. 7.
the reasons for the suggested change referred to the Sea and Shore Fish not contain one-half of one |>er cent sewer. This is strictly contrary to
law. and some of the property own
Handsome costumes in Mali Jongg to a one-man commission.—Bangor eries committee.
of alcohol by volume; an act amend
ers talk of raising a fund to investi
♦ » • •
at Universalist vestry, Feb. 17.—adv. Commercial.
Ing the laws, of 1923, for the sup
gate and begin the necessary legal
An act relative to the maintenance preslon of the European corn borer
Ruby’s Shop Unique at 27 Main of the Wiscasset bridge and another so as to provide that any person proceedings.
Floor Coverings—new—35 cents.
Handsome patterns In felt base ma street, will .have more of those deli act to authorize the construction who -neglects or refuses to comply
terials. Stonington Furniture Co.— cious home-mude candies Wednes and maintenance of a bridge across with the provisions of tho law shall YOUR FAVORITE POEM
adv.
day, Feb. 11.—adv.
*
Beach Creek in Bristol; also an act be punished by a fine of not less
'pilE superiority of our
If I hod to live my ’Ife again I would
to complete the construction and than $10 nor more than $50; and a
have made a rule to read some poetry and
improvement
of
the
Highway
in
the
resolve
making
an
appropriation
for
listen
to some muds at least cnce a week.
steaks Is beyond ques
, towns of Edgecomb, Boothbay and the study and control of the fruit or The loss of these tastes Is a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.
tion. Your sense of taste
■ Boothbay Harbor between the State blueberry fly in Maine.
Highway as now travelled, near the
will tell you of the flavor
TO CELIA
residence of George Huff of BoothNEW POSTAL ROUTE
Drink to me only with thine eyes.
and oh 1 how tender.
j bay Harbor Village, was introduced
And I will pledge with mine .
by Bishop of Boothbay Harbor, this
A star route postal service has Or leave a kiss hut in the cup
Chops broiled or fried to
And I’ll not look for wine
I past week and were referred to the been established between Port Clyde
The thirst that from the soul doth rise
your liking.
OPTOMETRIST
committee of Ways and Bridges.
and Thomaston, and will go into op
Doth a-'k a drink divine:
• • • •
eration, under the following schedule: But might I of Jove’s nectar sup.
Get acquainted with our
If you need Glasses, I will guar
I would not change for thine.
An act to Increase the capital Leave Port Clyde, daily except Sun
antee eatiefaction; if you do not
“Bill O’Fara”
stock of the Camden and Rockland day, at 2 a. m.. and 11 a. m., arriving I sent thee late a rosy wreath.
14-26
Not so much honoring thee
need them I will tell you eo.
Water Company has been passed to at Thomaston at 7 a. m- and 4.30 p.
As giving It a hope that there
m. Leave Thomaston, dally except
be engrossed.
It couJd not withered be:
• • , •
Sunday, at 12.46 p. m.. and 6 p. m., But thou thereon didst only breathe.
HMBEEIMiliaiiB
301 Main St., Opp Park St.
IBBHHaOli
And sect’st it back to me;
Static conditions have already In arriving at Port Clyde in six hours
13-tf
Since when it grows, and smells. I swear.
Rockland’s Finest Eating Plaoe
vaded the area of the proposed on the first trip and four and a half
Not of itself but thee!
Maine 'State Broadcasting station at hours on the second trip.
—Ben Jonson (1574-163T).

COMMUNITY

Way out in Califorifia they have
been reading The Courier-Gazette’s
recent articles concerning the clipper
ship Bed Jacket. In a letter to
Rockland friends Capt- Albert C..
Tibbetts writes;

FAIR

ARCADE—FEBRUARY 23-28

ut.

PARK

A Mammoth Spectacle
=—“Ghe==

SEA HAWK”
MILTON

ENID BENNETT

SILLS

LLOYD HUGHES

THRILLS!

WALLACE BEERY

ADVENTURE! 1 WE WANTERKNOW!

ROMANCE!

Advance Payment Department

4 Per Cent Interest

I cp.Dow&ca I

51-2 Per Cent

I

I

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

STOP

LOOK

LISTEN

PREVENT BEING

KILLED

OREL E. DAVIES

BY ONCOMING TRAIN

Newbcrt’s Cafeteria

OUR WANT ADS. WORK WONDERS
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. Feb. in. 18K

Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddla who
on oath declares that he is pressman In the
office of tlie Itoekland Publishing Co. and
that of the issue of The Courierf.arette of
Feb. 7. lu?-,. there was printed a total of
6.457 copies.
- Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Shew me Thy Ways, O Lord: teach
me thy paths. Let integrity and up
rightness preserve me: for I wait on
thee.—Psalm 25: 4, 21.

ANNUAL FEBRUARY SALE

An act in relation to standard
time will have its hearing tomorrow
before a legislative committee at Au
gusta. The purpose of the hill is to
make it illegal for any community
In Maine to observe daylight saving
time. If any city or town should go
the length of benefiting its citizens
by an hour's readjustment ot its
clocks in summer time, such action
shall be punishable by a fine. The
bill is sponsored by an agricultural
club. We hope it receives a complete
knock-out.
The people of Rockland through
successive city governments and late
ly by popular vote, have declared
themselves in favor of maintaining
during the summer season the sys
tem designated as daylight saving
time. Tlie arguments for and against
It have had exhaustive discussion.
Any suggestion that past city gov
ernment action failed to express the
actual desire’of citizens at large was
emphatically disposed of at the three
successive elections in which by
regularly increased majorities the
voters registered
their emphatic
approval of daylight saving. The
ballots in the latest election by a
majority of more than two to one
were favorable to it.
Rockland and the towns adjacent
that have given the summer time a
fair trial believe it works with real
advantage to a largely preponderat
ing body of citizens of all trades
and classes.
We have confidence
that Knox County representatives
at the Capitol will see to it that
these communities shall not be sub
jected to paying a fine for exercising
a spirit of liberty in the adjustment
of their summer work and recreation.

The first article upon the editorial
page of Saturday’s Boston Herald
bore the heading "Herbert XI. Lord
Coming.” To make a play upon the
Word it Would be possible for us to
say that he was “coming," through
out a period of hard-working years,
but he has now “arrived.” The
Herald editor himself testifies to this
fact in what he writes beneath the
heading Let us reproduce hie hand
some testimonial to the Rockland
boy:
“The Boston City Club under its
present effective management, in
cluding a live wire chairman of its
entertainment committee, has scored
a heat in persuading Gen. Herbert
M. Lord, director of the bureau of
the budget, to be its guest at af
luncheon on Friday, Feb. 13, given
in cooperation with the Boston Fed
eral Btfhiness Association. Malcolm
E. Nichols, collector of internal rev-''
enue and president of the latter as
sociation, will preside. The topic
will lie “The Nation’s Business.”
“Gen. Lord, in following the great
tradition that Charles G. Dawes es
tablished in the same post, is doing
nearly as Important a work as any
other man in the country today, ex
cept the President himself, and ably
backed by him as all who heard his
speech, on federal economics the
other night can testify. Gen. Lord
is putting the government on a
closer approximation to a business
basis than it has ever before known.
We look for still greater progress
and improvement.
"In him personally we take pride
hereabouts. A native of Maine, a
graduate of Colby, he went to Wash
ington approximately thirty years
ago as secretary to Congressman
Dingley in the ways and means
committee. In 1898 Lord went into
the army, where he had a creditable
career. His selection to succeed
Dawes has proved ideal."

«s>*»

hose declared purpose is communi; upliuilding. Here is another from
hich it is proper to expect fine
lilngs. Rockland will benefit—lias
[ready benefited - from these asuciations of ambition and energy.

See "Mali Jongg" at tlie Univet’sa
list vestry, Feb. 17.—adv.
1

PRICE CUTTING EVENT

THIS

READ

READ THIS
THE ENTIRE BURPEE

NEARLY\$100,000 OF

STOCK

FIRST CLASS

IS PLACED ON SALE

,

MERCHANDISE TO BE

FEBRUARY 16

OFFERED IN THIS SALE

AT A REDUCTION FROM

PRICES REDUCED

25%
to 50%
• Z—*

25% to 50%

THIS IS THE THIRD OF

EVERY ARTICLE MARKED

OUR ANNUAL SALES

IN PLAIN FIGURES

MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW

“Where Your

TO COME AND SEE FOR
YOURSELF WHAT A BIG
AFFAIR THIS IS '

Grandmother

Used To Trade”

THE STORE WHERE THE BIG SALE WILL BE HELD
A Beautiful French Walnut Suite $142.
French Walnut Is the most beautiful wood known.

of this suite is remarkable.

The finish

Bed, Dresser and Chifforobe $142.00

This Beautiful 3-piece Velour Suite $119.

Genuine Walnut Dining Room Suite $98.

Very soft deep springs. All backs covered with same material,
lasseis on all arms. Construction guaranteed. Your choice of
biue, brown or taupe. This suite would sell for.... ....... 7. $225.00

This beautiful Queen Anne Walnut Suita is great value. A
suite you would be proud to own. Dining Table, Buffet, China
Closet and Six Chairs ......... *...................................................... $98.00

FREE! FREE!

SPECIALS

A Porcelain Kitchen
Table and White Stool
with every

EVERY DAY
AT 10:00 A. M.
MONDAY
Bridge Lamps .. $8.23
TUESDAY
Blankets ............. $3.98
WEDNESDAY
To be announced later
THURSDAY
Tea Kettles ..... $1.19
FRIDAY
Cups and Saucers 15c
* SATURDAY
Tabourets ............. 89c
MONDAY
Pictures ............... 98c
TUESDAY.
3 Fold Screens ....$2.98
WEDNESDAY
Smoke Stands ..... 79c
THURSDAY
Card Tables....... $1.89

Glenwood Range

FREE! FREE!
A handsome Oak Kit
chen
Cabinet, value
$45. or a high grade
9x12 Axminster Rug,
with every

Glenwood

,

Handsome Oak Dining Suite.$58.00
A solid oak suite that will please you. THe table extends to
six feet, the chairs have genuine leather seats. Buffet has
linen drawer and plate mirror. Table, buffet and six chairs

Furnace

DURING THIS SALE

This Handsome 100-piece Set.. $19.98
Another set, regular $32. value, Semi-China; now

Imported China Set, 100 pieecs, req. value $45.; now

........... .......... ..................... ........ ’58.00

RUGS
Regular
Genuine Kermanshaw, 9x12 ........................... $
Roxbury Seamless Axminster, 9x12 ...........
Heavy Axminster, 9x12 ....................................
Smith’s Axminster, 9x12 ................................
Smith’s Axminster, 8x10 ................
Smith's Axminster, 8x10 ................................
Smith’s Axminster, 8x10 ................................

Price
99.00
75.00
69.50
49.50
50.00
54.00
,

Sale Price
$S9.C0
59.00
49.00
39.00
43.98
37.98
24.98

Hundreds of Small Rugs, from 98c up

A BREAKFAST SET YOU
WILL ADtyIRE

Just the thing for the small
dining room or the modern kit
chen. Can be had in many
finishes and built strong and
sturdy to give satisfaction for
many years.
Unfinished, similar to illustra
tion ...................................... $17.25
Enameled in gray, blue deco
rations ................................ $26.25

LAMPS
Hundreds
of
beautiful
Floor
and Table Lamps
$5.98 up

OUR SPECIAL PLAN OF

DEFERRED PAYMENTS WILL

SEWING TABLE
Martha Washing
ton style, mahog
any.
$18.75

TWIN BEDS
Many styles to
choose from.
$9.98 up

BIG DISCOUNTS IN BEDDING
This outfit consists of a 2-in. post Bed, high grade Spring and
nice Mattress, regular price $25.50; now ....................

$ 18.49

Genuine $30. Silk Floss Mattress, all sizes; high grade Tick;

now........ ... ........ 7.. ...... -.............

’19.00
’9.98
50 of cur regular $3.50 Springs; now .............. -..............’4.98

All Cotton Mattress, nice Tick, comfortable and durable.
Regular value is $14.50; now .......... ........................... ...

Blankets and Comforters from $2.98, $3.49, $3.98 and up

ODD CHAIRS
Hundreds
of
styles frorti
$5.98 up

DAVENPORTS
Several odd pieccs
at
Very Low Prices

’21.98
’29.98

Dozens of others from $12.50 up

EVERY RUG IN OUR IMMENSE STOCK MARKED DOWN

Liquor is not the only thing that
vites tHe art of the bootlegger. It
estimated by the Department of
abor that during the past fiscal
>ar 850,000 immigrants entered the
nited State illicitly. Most of those
Bering illegally came through Mexii and Canada. Many were deserts from ships or had been bootlegged
om nearby ports. One of the Amerun immigration (officials stationed
: Montreal reports that of 57,000
arsons departing from that place
’or temporary visits" to the United
tales 40 000 did not return. It is
itimated that the proportion' enterig via Mexico is even greater. And
is easy to believe that the chief
art of these are to lie catalogued as
n desirables.

Congratulations to the Buckland
oung .Business Men’s Association
pon its living start. "Young” is
a adjective full or promise. There
re great and splendid things to he
one for the city in whose welfare
iese younger representatives of its
usincss activities band themselves
Igether. In the past two or three •
ears there have come into action I
ere a number of organizations!

Burpee Furniture Co.

Begins MONDAY, FEB. 16
9:00 A.M.
For Eleven Days
Ending FEBRUARY 27

DAYLIGHT SAVING

ANNUAL FEBRUARY SALE
Begins MONDAY, FEB. 16
9:00 A. M.
For Eleven Days
Ending FEBRUARY 27

BRASS BEDS
Every Brass Bod
cut to One-half
the regular price

LIBRARY
TABLES
Mahogany and
Walnut
$11.98 up
'

LINOLEUM AND
GOLD-SEAL RUGS

Gold-Seal Art Rugs

3000 yards of Genuine Arm
strong Linoleum Less Than
Usual Cost
Good Heavy Inlaid Patterns
for Living Room or Kitchen.
Regular price $1.75; now $1.39
Genuine Heavy Printed Lino
leum, dozens of patterns.
Regular price $1.10; now 79c

Sale
Regular
Price
Price
9x12 .... ........$18.00..... ..... $11.49
9x10-6 . ...... 15.75..... ..... .10.09
9x9 ...... ...... 13.50..... ..... 9.29
7-6x9 .... ..... 11.25
6.49
6x9 .............
9.00..... ..... 5.98
Every One New and Perfect

REFRIGERATOR
MARK-DOWNS

EASE AND ECONOMY

/

Buy your Refrigerator now;
it is only a few weeks before
you will need it.
Solid Oak, 85 lbs. ice capacity;
regular value $26; now $19.50
Solid Oak, 100 lbs. ice capacity;
reg. valut $30; now ___ $22.50
Solid Oak, 125 lbs. ice capacity;
reg. value $32.50; now ....$24.37
Many others equally good

FOUR POSTER
BEOS
Mahogany
, $22-12

TEA WAGONS
Mahogany
$28.50

YOU CAN NEVER INVEST YOUR MONEY MORE WISELY AND SAFELY THAN BY
STOCKING UP NOW AT THIS SALE

END TABLES
Finished in Ma
hogany
$5.62

GOODS WILL BE STORED,

INSURED AND DELIVER

ENABLE YOU TO FINANCE

YOUR PURCHASE WITH

Beautiful New Patterns

Burpee Furniture Co
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FREE OF COST TO YOU
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS

GREAT SAVINGS—BUY

NOW

BEAR

TALK OF THE TOWN
Feb. II—(League BaskeibaN)—-Thomaston
High va Rockport High in Thomaston.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s birthday.
Ftb. 13 (League Basketball)—Rockland ,
High vs Camden High In the Arcade.
Feb. 13 Voting Men’s Club meets with
C.4"» dinner fit Thorndike
Feb. 14 —Rt. Valentine's Day.
Feb 14 Thomaston, Valentine dance by
Parent-Teacher Association.
Feb. 17—Feature play "Mah Jong” at
VnlversaHst vestry.
Feb 18—Last entertainment of Royal Ly
ceum course. High School benefit
Feb. 18—•Mouthy meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb 20- Methebeabc Club meets at .The
Popper Kettle.
Feb. 22—Washington’s birthday.
Feb 23-28— Portland Auto Show.
Feb 23-JR—Community Fair at Arcade.
Feb. 24—Camden, Board ot Trade ban
quet. Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, speaker.
Feb 2>—Lent begins.
Feb 25-26—Camden—“A Pair of Sixes”
benefit District Nursing Association.
March 2 Lady Knqx Chapter D. A. R.
meets with Mrs Grace Black. Talbot avenue. ,
March 2 Fuller-Cobb-Davls “Red Letter
Ball” Community Fair
Mareli 13 -Child Guest day, Rubinstein
Club
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 18-21-Rockland Automobile Show at
tlie Arcade
March 18-19- State Convention of D. A.R
In Bangor.
March 21—First day of spring.
March 21- Young Folks' convention at
Methodist church, Rockland
March 31, April 1-3—Farmers’ Week at the .
College of Agriculture.
April 22-27 zUinual conference of Metho
dist Episcopal Churches in Augusta.

ROAMS THE

STREETS
\

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EENTB

Cutting a Wide Swath and Delighting the Taxpayers With
Its Clever Antics.

\

Weather This Week

Weather- outlook for the week in
North Atlantic States: Rains at be
ginning; and rains over south; rains
or snows over north portions and
middle of week or shortly thereafter.
Temperature above normal most of
week

ATTENTION
NURSES!
We have secured a

NURSES’ BLUE SERGE
UNIFORM
from which to take orders- Made
for the Army of finest quality serge,
costing over $3000 to manufacture.
These are available in

Sizes 16 to 42

at

the satisfying price of

u

$15.00

Orders will be taken on the Street
Floor. Step in and see the fine work
manship and material.

FULLERaCOBB-DAVIS

There will lie work at K. of P. hall
Thursday night on the ranks of Page
and Esquire.
The regular meeting of Ivanhoe
Temple, Pythian Sisters, will be held
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock.
Members are requested to take gifts
for the snipping bee.

of becoming even better acquainted
It's a Bear, all right.
Those who saw the new tractor In His Honor boarded the machine yes
terday,’and gathered some first hand
operation on Itoekland streets Sun
information as to how the trick is
day and yesterday, were convinced done.
that this is the only feasible method
The tractor is capable of covering
of keeping streets open in winter.
five or six miles an hour, which
The live-ton machine, manufac means that the street department
tured by Mead-Morrison, has been could handle highways in one day
sent here for two months on approval that are pometiines not cleared for
and has already made a very favor- a week or more after a storm. And
able impression- in spite of the fact this would be a great boon to the
that the snow left by the last big taxpayer who does not happen to live
storm has so settled as to make on the streets which are now cleared
operating conditions far worse than tirst
would be presented by much larger
During Its trial stage the Bear is
drifts of newly fallen snow.
'
being housed at the Fireproof Garage,
The plow arrived on the Boston the owners of Which have generously
boat Wednesday, but the tractor, offered that privilege’without making
which had been sent by rail, did not any charge.
arrive until Sa»uqlay.
The general dimensions of the Bear
Demonstrator Smith, who came are: Overall width. 6214 inches;
here in the interests of the manufac- height over tracks, 42 Inches; overall
turers, lost no time. The tractor height, 66 Inches; ground clearance,
was unloaded Sunday, and rr.ovefl 11 inches; width over tracks, 55
m,mediately to Tillson wharf, where inches; height over radiator, 5-1
the plow was attached.
inches; overall length. 123>,4 Inches.
Followed by a squad of automobiles
The engine is of the four-cylinder
the big machine crawled up over type, with a speed of 1000 revoluGrace street hill with less fuss than tions a minute. The transmission is
some cars make on the level, moved of the spur gear selective type, three
over Broadway, up Limerock street speeds forward, and one reverse. Dlto *the New County road and down red drive on second and geared up I
Rankin street, leaving behind it a on high. The length of the tread
clean swath. In a few instances • (center to center of tread wheels) is
where the enow had become packed 64 inches and the width is 12 inches,
in and Iced the tractor rode the The turning radius is six feet. The
drifts instead of cutting through weight of the tractor is 8000 pounds
them, but this is something, the re- with fuel, oil and water.
porter was told, which would not
The manufacturers-claim that the
happen directly after a storm.
’hree cardinal points for successful
Mayor Snow and Commissioner tractor performance are Correct DeGardnei- followed closely in the sign. Material and Workmanship and
wake of the new tractor, and desirous Service.

NEWTON H. PERRY
Marsh’s Orchestra furnishes music
Opportunity Class meets*Th{irsday | With this kind of weather Februfor the Friday night dance in Odd
evening with Mrs. Maurice Snow. 40 ary is certainly a short month.
The funeral services of Next on Fellows hall.
The girls’ basketball team of Rock Mechanic street, ut 7 o’clock to do
Hall Perry, who died last Thursday,
White
Cross
work.
Members
please
land High School has one intensely
The Thursday afternoon meeting were held Sunday afternoon at the
When you come to the end of
staunch supporter in the person of wear cotton dresses and t »(»•
of the Communty Fair comm it We Crozler-Bowcs funeral parlors. Rev.
|a perfect day—Clean yourHarden Gray, who has seen 54 of the
will he held at 4 o’clock In the Post Benjamin P. Browne officiating. The:
teeth.
Rockland Red Cross.
55 games which the girls’ teams have
The eclipse of the moon Sunday Office, second floor.
bearers were the four sons cf the '
*
played in the past five years. He night was not-eo widely heralded as.
deceased. The remains were placed
followed the team to Westbrook.
the sun’s recent eclipse, hut had a
iLeander M. Xute, who died in Port in the receiving tomb, later to he in
very fair house, nevertheless. The land yesterday aged 94, waa the fa terred in the family lot, Achorn cem
1855
1924
Jerome C. Burrows was highly of exhibition was viewed by Rockland
ther of Mrs. Harry A. Buffum of etery.
fended when he found that his name people under the most favorable con
this city, where he had frequently
Mr. Perry was horn In this city
had been omitted from the Alumni ditions, and we heard,no kicks.
visited. He was the oldest alufnnus Oct. 5, 1863, a son of George T. and
list of Rockland High School and that
of Dartmouth College.
Clara O. Perry. He was employed
E. A. GLIDDEN & CQ
Local barbers have been notified of
tickets for the Community Fair had
for many years as a caulker in
not been sent to him with an invi the death of George A. Burrill, which
WALDOBORO, ME.
Snow’S" shipyard, and later went to
The
new
Chevrolet,
Series
K,
will
tation to purchase the same. The took place in Bangor. Jan. 27. The
Perth
Amboy.,
N.
J,
in
tlie
same
ca

be
on
display
at
the
Sea
View
Ga
Community Fair committee yester deceased was a traveling salesman
day received his check for $4, with for the Bangor Earlier Supply Co., and rage this week. A carload arrived pacity. The last three years of fflf
BORN
the statement tliat the oversight had .been coming many years to yesterday, and will be followed by life were spent in his home city. He
Amea—Camden, Feb 5, Io Mr and Mrs
would he forgiven if the check was Rpokland, where he had made many several other carlodds This car has was a sufferer from heart disease, Harold
Ames, a Ron, be3lie II.
created a sensation wherever shown. and had failed steadily the past year,
accepted and tickets sfWit. It is that friends.
I Owie—St. Petersburg. Fla.. Feb 2 In
although up and about on the day Faith Hospital,) to Mr and Mrs Harry A
sort of spirit which is going to put
Cowie IMisp Florence Haley) a daughter
The plant of the Granite Rock Botthe fair across big.
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary that death came.
Thayer—Rockland, at Sllsby Maternity
Mr. Perry is survived by four sons Hoantal.
] tling Works on Limerock street was Society of the Pratt M. E. church
Feb. 9, to Mr. and Mrs Raymond
The r ivalry between Rockland and j broken into the other night, and a will meet Thursday at 2.30 p. m. at —Leroy D., Neil S„ Horace T. and '■ TStayer, a daughter—Dorothy Loul-.e
Achorn—Rockland, at
Britt
Maternity
Camden High Schools has not been case of ,-soft beer was stolen. ”-Mv the home of Mrs. Edith Tweedie Theodore E. Perry; one daughter,
Heine, Feb. 8, to Mr and Mrs Clifton C
winter killed by the zero weather, as goods are so popular that they will Fulton street. Third chapter of the Mrs. Nina E. Greeley; one brother, A.horn of Hartford, Conn, a son Hugh Al
all bisketball fans will lie ready to even steal ’em if they can’t get ’em text hook to be studied and mystery Howard K. Perry;, and two sisters, vln.
Winslow—Rockland, at Sllsby Maternity
admit when they see Friday night's any other way," says Manager box conducted by Mrs. ConnorsMrs. Sadie F. Brewer of Rockland
Feb 8. to Mr and Mrs (barks M.
and Mrs. Suzanne Miller of Los An Hcqiltal,
double-header in the Arcade. While Burpee.
Window, a daughter—Margaret Mary
it is a fact that Camden has been
geles.
Weed
—
Rockland,
al
Sllsby
Maternity
Rockport and
Thomaston High
Hu.i|,Hal. Feb.
to Mr and Mr, William
twice iieaten by Rockpoi't, it is equal
Fog thick enough to spilt with a Schools will do battle tomorrow
11
Weed,
a
daughter
—
Kathleen
Mildred
ly true that the M.esunticook quintet carving knife enshrouded the city night for leadership in the Knox
Rockland High girls were defeated
has l«?en steadily improving, and that early yesterday forenoon, and to the and Lincoln Basketball League. The
MARRIED
*
43 to 12 by. Westbrook High girls in
Coach Burrill has ls-en keeping his qcyqtnpaniment of it the Breakwater
teams each -stand .750 in the percent Westbrook Saturday night, playing
Tolman-Connaughton -Hostoil, Mn-s. Feb
powder dry for this lUa’klifnd ganie.' and Whitehead fog sigjial* played jZ
Reuben Tolnuan of Mt. Pleasant. Warren
Camden High" will fight desperately duet.. Ntfw if February could only age column. The game will be in a hall scarcely large enough to ac- and Miss Elizabeth Cnnnaughttm of Bos
to free itself from an undesirable po contrive to throw in a tforest^ lire played in the new Andrews Gymna commodate the two teams. No alibi 1 (on
sium of ThomastoiwJdigh School.
Is being offered, but a promise has
Young-Tabbutt—Union. Feb. 7. Elmer M.
sition in the league standing, while I for good measure.
Young and Eva Maud Tabbutt, both of
been registered that there will be a Union.
Rockland High, in spite of an un
The Young Men’s Club will hold different order of things when West
lucky start, wants its supporters to
Javkson-Withant— Rockland, Feb. 3, bv
At the High School a.-simhiy yes
know That it is very much in the terday morning the studient body its ot rfliizalion meeting in the brook pla; s its return game in the | Rev C A. Knickerbocker. George H .lack
Arcade.
The Westbrook team is s’>n and Bernice L. Witham, both of Rock
Thornq
:e
Grill
Friday
night
with
pennant race. The game will he ref elected these managers?
Hockey,
land.
ereed by Physical Director Cobb of Stanley Hall; track, Cecil Benson; dinner ,.t 6.45. Promptness is the coached by Milton A. Vhilbrook. for
I'.iwdoin College, whkh is a guar baseball. Wilbur Frohoclc. Philip keynote that the business of accept merly of Rockland and Matinicus.
DIED
antee that things will go strictly ac Rounds was re-elected manager of ing the by-laws and electing officers
Smalley—Thomaston.
Feb.
8, Howard
cording to Hoyle. The Rockland girls baseball, but declined because of his cers limy not he delayed.
Smalley of Worcester. Maas
A dangerous snow-slide from ‘the
Pierce—Rockland, Feb 8. Wellman A
and Camden girls will put their usual duties as (lass president and editorroof over Harry Berman’s clothing Pierce, aged 51 years. 4 months and 3 days
amount of vim into the other game.
The Relief Corps will have an allin-chief of the High School paper.
sendees from the Burpee parlors at
store gave Main street something of 2Funeral
30 o’clock this afternoon
Interment at
day session Thursday with picnic
a
scare
late
Saturday
afternoon.
The
North Haven.
Found—the East Wind and Dragon
With the thermometer registering dinner and the regular supper. In police had already taken precaution
Day—Rockland. Feb. 9, Edward Day Fu
at the Universally vestry, Fob. 17. 47 degrees below zero in Waldoboro the evening the program will be ap
to rope off the sidewalk in this dan neral at the.Burpee parlors at 10 o’clock
—adv.
Birthday. ger zone, but when the avalanche Wednesday morning.
the other day the temperature of the propriate to Lincoln's
Nirte—Portland, Feb. 9, Leander M. Nute,
There
’
s
lots
of
work
to
be
done
and
High School building was between 78
came it practically cleared the side aged 94 years.
and 80. All of which redounds to the It is hoped that the members will be walk and landed near the ear track.
.
credit of the Arthur Shea plumbing nt the hall early.
There was fortunately nobody on the
CARD OF THANKS
It is the Klansman's duty
crew which-Niecently installed there
Through the columns of he Gourler-Ga under side. Workmen immediately
to help spiritualize the a new heating and ventilating system.
to thank my friends for tlie
James F. Claffy had recently or began clearing the remainder of the zette I wish
shown me during my stay at Knox
Protestant church, not to
Fred P. Y'inslow had charge of the ganized a community orchestra de roof and adjoining roofs, with the kindness
HospitaL The abundance of flowers, fruit
materialize it by wanton
work, and received many" compli signed to to present and study the result that the city teams harvested and letters of love and sympathy were a
neglect.
ments from the interested Waldoboro better class of music. The Sunday a second crop of snow and ice yes source of great comfort
Mrs. C. M. Payson.
people.
afternoon rehearsal was held in Odd terday.
East Union, Maine.
•
—Ku Klux Kian.
Fellows hall and a program excel
Rev. Robert E. Laite will again oc lently
rendered
featuring
Miss
cupy the Vinalhaven pulpit Sunday Esther Morse of Camden who Prof.
and will remain there until Tuesday Claffy feels has a great future with
in orJer to attend the church get- the violin
together and banquet. He will he ac
companied by his oldest son. Gilbert,
Wellman A. Pierce, a Northend
who, though only 18, has developed a barber well and favorably known,
wonderful hai'ltone, H Io—selections died suddenly Sunday as the result
We give regularly until Sunday will <be “The Greajt Awaken cf agute indigestion. Funeral serv
further notice 20 PER ing,” "Open the Gates of the Temple” ices will lie held this afternoon from
and (by special request) "The Holy the Burpee -parlors at 2 o'clock and
CENT OFF jhe marked City.” The young man visited Vinal interment will be at North Haven,
A good 10 quart Galvanized Pail containing—
last fall, and there were many the former -home of the deceased.
selling price on every haven
requests to hear him again.
1 large pkg. Ivory Soap Flakes, worth 25c . . 23c
He is survived by his wife and one
daughter, Virginia.
article in our store, includ
4
bars Ivory Soap ,.............................................. 32c
The Women’s Guild of St. Peter’s
ing Stoves.
There
was
an
unusual
window
dis

church will hold a supper in the
5 bars Star Soap...............
35c
parish room, Thursday, Feb- 12, at play at the Burpee Furniture Co.’s
store
Sunday
afternoon
when
the
Pail
worth
35c
.....................................................
10c
6 p. m. Price 35 cents,
18-lt
members of the Rockland Band
gathered there, at the invitation of
$1.00
Something extra special at the Manager John O. Stevens to have
Methodist vestry tomorrow night. their regular Sunday afteroon re
You save 27c on the deal
The Rebekah group will present their hearsal. Quite a crowd assembled in
L. MARCUS
really famous mock wedding with front of the store while the rehearsal
Mrs. Grace Rollins in charge. Don’t was In progress. Director Fish's or
313-319 MAIN ST.
TEL. 745-J
Nice Native Potatoes, bushel...................... $1.00
miss it at 7.3’i.—adv.
130-tf
ganization sounded good “from the
If you have had trouble getting good potatoes, try a bushel
street,” and without attempting flat
of these They are nice ones.
tery we can honestly say that It
looked good.

:: Memorials::

20 PER CENT

SPECIALS

For the Balance of This Week

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

COBB’S
TURKEY, lb.

............................................ 43c

ROAST VEAL, lb......................... '................. 25c

ROAST VEAL (boneless), lb......................... 28c

QUALITY
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Every-OtherrDay

COBBS

SERVICE

It

NOT HOW MUCH BUT HOW GOOD,
x

In line with’ the excellent advice of
Governor Brewster eoncerning Maine
enthusiasm, is a little incident which
occurred this week. A Thomastonian,
in conversation with a man who
visits this city occasionally, was
asked about a pleasant-faced old
gentleman who the visitor once met
In Thomaston. “I went into the post
office to wait for my car, and while
1 standing there thia old gentleman
patted me on the shoulder and said
.'Are you a stmngef in town?’ Then
he talked wltlf mt? so pleasantly that
I always think well of Thomaston
because of him* He had rosy cheeks
and a chuckle, and must have, been
uhout 86 years old." The Thomas
tonian wns only tco glad to recog
nize in this ptetdre his good friend,
the late Alfred C. Sq-out, who was
ever ready to say a kindly welcom
ing word to a stranger. And after
all. is there any better way of making
people appreciate one's town, city or
State than by being genuinely
friendly?

.,pai terns In felt base floor
coverings, 35 cents per yard. Ston
ington Furniture Co.—adv.

We have a Nice Lot of Native Chickeps and Fowl
Chickens, pound............... ....................
40c
Fowl, pound................. ................................. 35c

On account of bad roads of the past week we will continue this
Sale All This Week with Greater Values

This Spinach is clean and a good bargain

COATS
$10.00 _
including Plushes and cloth

1 lot of

DRESSES
$12’50
Formerly to $25.00
Flannel, Cloth and Silk

Strictly Fresh Eggs, dozen 65c

1 lot of

SKIRTS
$2-98

DRESSES

Formerly sold to $6.00

Formerly sold to $15.00
Silk and Cloth

XTRA SPECIAL

1 lot of

COATS

COATS, SUITS

$18-0°

DRESSES

Fur and Self Trimmed
Plush or Cloth

$4-00 Each

1 large lot of

COAT

SWEATERS

$0.98

Large Round Rack
consisting of

Large lot of

SLIP-ON

One to a customer
Formerly cold to $50.00

SWEATERS

$6.00 value
Lot of

$2-08

COTTON

All Brushed Wool

New lot of

SILK

BLOOMFRS

Seven shades
Formerly sold to $4.50

WAISTS
.59

Lot of

FIBRE

SILK HOSE
.69

Two for

SJ.98

$J.OO

All high shades

$1.00 value; 3 shades

CUTLER-COOK
346 Main Street
Harold D. Johnson who played
baseball in this city while stationed
here with the Naval Reserves is now
connected with tho Davis Kngraving
Company at 12 Monument Square.
Portland. Mr. Johnson wae aboard
the Satilla with Capt. Batqa and
several other Rockland boys during
her final appearances at this port
and in 1920 he studied naVigution for
a while with Capt. Charles H. Ma
gee. Since that time he Iras been
located in Portland, and has always
had pleasadt thoughts Af his war
time tarry here.

CO.

Rockland, Me.

Thomas N. Doutney, well remem
bered by older citizens as a temper
ance orator, died at the I’orthtnil
City Home last week, aged 72 years.
His autobiography, "Thomas N.
Doutney, His Life, Struggle, Fall and
Reformation," was widely read.

Aurora Lodge, F. & A. M„ will have
a special meeting for work on the
Entered Apprentice degree Wednes
day evening.

See Dr. Richan as East Wind at the
Universalis! vestry, Feb. 17.—adv.

MORE

BASKETBALL
HIGH

CAMDEN

0

vs.

ROCKLAND

HIGH

BOYS AND GIRLS

Duck right in on us any day
this week.

We havelmade prices

on all odd lots that yop don’t find
every day.

45 Men’s Suits priced at $35 to
$45.00;,now $19.50.
X
15 Men’s Overcoats priced at $25;
now $18.75.
8 Men’s Overcoats, all size 36,

priced /t $20; now $10.00.
16 Meh’s Pajamas, priced
$3.50 to $4.50; now $1.95.

The splendid games of the past two weeks have
been REAL SPORT. Friday night’s games will
be the best yet

CAMDEN

w.

ROCKLAND

ARCADE, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13
Cobb of Bowdoin will referee both games

at

27 Boys’ Pajamas, sizes 4 to 16,
priced at $1.50; now 98c.
16 Boys’ Outing Flannel Pa
jamas with feet, s’:"s •* to 8, priced
at $2.00; now $1.33.
19 Boys’ Outing Night Robes
that were $1.00, $1.50; now 69c.

3 Men’s White Flannel Shirts,
priced at $5.00; all size 16; now
$1.95.

We have taken all discontinued
styles of Men’s Collars, wrapped
them in packages from 3 to 17 of
i size and shall sell them at 5 cents
each. No broken boxes and must
be taken as are.

One can makes two pies

1 lot of

1 lot Ladies’ and Misses’

8 Blue Polka Dot Railroad Shirts
with collar to match, size 15-16!/2,
17, priced at $2.25; now 95c.
6 Men’s Overcoats. All size 36;
now $10.00.

Large cans of Broken Sliced Pineapple .... 30c
3 cans for..................................... . ............. 80c
Large hottie Superba Catsup.......... ................ 25c
Hatchet Pumpkin, makes delicious .pies, can 18c

Orders
Filled
Mail

5 Ladies’ White Oxford Sport
Shirts, priced at $3.00, size 36-40;
now $1.28.

Canned California Spinach, lkrge can . . . ... 25c
3 cans for................................... ,'............... 60c

Eggs are lower.

SECOND. WEEK OF FIRST

Mail
Orders
Filled

SPtAR’S
SHOE STORE
{fl We want to thank you for the
wonderful business given us on
our 20th annual sale. Best ever.

•fl We are thoroughly convinced
the public appreciates high grade
shoes.
We have a few good values for
this week only.

FREE DELIVERY TO ALL PARTS OF CITY
W. H. SPEAR

J. A. JAMESON CO.

Gregory’s

Rockland, Maine
Telephone 17
I

Proprietor

Page Four
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HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
When the correct letters are placed In the white space this pnr.sle
Will spell words both vertically and horlsontally. The first letter In each
word Is Indicated by a number, which refers to the definition lasted
below the pussle.
Thus No. 1 under the column headed “horizontal”
defines a word which will fill the white spaces np to the first black
square to the right, and a number under “vertical” defines a word which
will fill the white squares to the next black one below. No letters »o In
the black spaces. All words used are dictionary words, except proper
names. Abbreviations, slang. Initials, technical terms and obsolete forms
are Indicated in the definitions.

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 24
1

/

31

6

rv

L

7

>0 . //

1/2

20

BAKING
POWDER

27

130

¥

with

/■♦

J
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33
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14/
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An Appetite for
Spuds
By E. P. WARE

The spud, an ordinary garden pototo, Irish only by adoption, played
an important part in tlie life of Jim
IT"
Duran. If lie had salted it—but he
didn't, so why speculate?
|5Z 5 J
55 56
Jim Puran was born In Arizona,
where lie learned from the ant, the
rattlesnake nnd the broncho buster,
157
h'ri
until his years were twenty, then
lie went away to college. He took
|64
\b/ 62 63
-5 66
5? 60
n course in Europe, notably in tiie
Argonne. Thereafter we find him
V
67
67
bs
in New York city, and it is in that
period of Ids career that we must
consider tlie spud.
t
172
173
7/
lie had been hungry for a long
•
L
while, hut since noon the day before
1© by Western Newspaper Union.)
.
—
he had been hungrier than ever.
Vertical.
Horizontal.
Having passed up supper, break
1—Rodent
1—Bird of fnble
fast and dinner in order to conserve
4—Condition
8—Anthropoid
the spud, he was now bent upon Its
9—Watering place
3— Relates
destruction. He diced the spud neat
12— I nclosed (poetic)
4— Thus
ly nnd placed it in the skillet. Jim
13— Lubricated
6—It is (poetic)
sat down to eat it and. with his
14— Allowed
6— Beverage
inlnd on ehow anil nothing but
15— Stringed Instrument
7— Small mound
8— Bo)'s name
18—Observe
chow, he did something he should
1®— Likeness
0—Slope
not have done; lie sugared it.
21— Limb
10— Projecting piece of wood
He got rid of the portion»he had
22— Boy's name
11— Devoured
taken into his niouth, in disgust' and
23— Sharpen
16— Permit
hollow consternation, and sat down
17— Giants
26—Portray
on the edge of the bed, staring,
28—Pertaining to (abbr.)
19— Pertaining to the region of the
panic-stricken and hunger-ridden,
80— Organ of hearing
Ilium
/
20— Humans
nt the ruins of the feast. As his
81— Collection of Information
82— Two hundred
24— Tree
weight bore down on the hod some
84—Implement for hewing
25— Instruction
thing hard bore upwards along his
26— Design
36—Doubter
spine. He thrust a hand beneath
88—Sun
27— Blackbird of cuckoo family
tlie covers of the bed and withdrew
28— Wireless
80—Expire
a regulation army automatic.
40— Rend
29— Banishment
Two minutes later Jim was in the
32— Closing measures added beyond
41— Girl's name
.
street nnd moving along through the
42— Sick
formnI end of musical com
position 4 pi.)
shadows. He might have been go
43— Seesaws
47— Artists* cap
33— A compress
ing to “Uncle Levi’s,” ah the corner,
48— Diphthong
35—Long slippery flsh
to borrow a few dimes on the hol37— Place
40—Ribbed fabric
stered collateral now resting snngly
50—Decay
38— Reposed
inside the waistband of Ms trous
51— Orthography (abbr.)
43— Inclination In any given direc
ers—hut he wasn’t.
62—Kind of wheat
tion
64—Poverty-stricken
44— Same ns 35 vertical
“I'll never hang you on no string
67— Chicken
45— Fish eggs
in no hock shop, old pal. We had to
46— Tempered Iron
68— Period of time
fight to live over there,” he went
50—Group of three
5^—Glow
on, ruminatively, “and it begins to
61—Distress signal
53—Vegetable
look as though we are going to do
64—Hang Illegally
55— Arid
the same over here—”
56— Pulls quickly
67— Immeasurable period of time
68— Master (East Indian title)
59—Beverage
“Put ’em up!”
00—Decay
70— New Zealand parrot
There was no mistaking the na
71— Consumed
61— Sorrowful
ture of that command, nor the
72— Worship
62— Ejaculation of enlightened sur
threat in it. Rut in the split second
73— Crafty
prise
, that ensued before Jim Duran went
63— Gentleman’s title
info action he experienced another
65— Renowned (abbr.)
66— Dried grass
Solution will appear In next Issua
sensation. Hot rage made ills blood
68— Part of western hemisphere
leap—rage over the emymity of the
(Initials)
[ thing this precious pair were at69— Exist
I tempting.
And to think that he, Jim Duran,
had come yut for the self-same pur
Solution of Puzzle No. 23.
pose! To prey upon his more for
tunate fellows!
L E A S E KITCHEN A PAR
Did good men die over yonder In
ElR
LlA
S O
E A G
order to make this little old U. S.
CUPBOARD
A. a safe place for such parasites as
W R 1 NG
S L 1 M
these to live and ply their trade?
Was It not for an entirely different
□ L
E K E|
By NELLIE MAXWELL
tiling, having to do with honor, and
r|t|
E
T A N K
safety in the pursuit of a livelihood,
that rivers of good, red blood had
been shed?
For the Family Meal
I
Those thoughts flashed through
A NICE supper dish which Is not'
.Tim’s mind while he acted. With
S I R
hard to prepare and is whole- j pantherlike agility he leaped into
tlie darkness of the alley, snapping
LABE LBAR I S E some and filling is:
Cheese With Celery.—Take the his gun out of its holster and firing
A N I MEBNOELS outer stalks from a bunch or two of ns he did so. In a flash of yellow
D AT UMBS E R E S celery, cut into half-inch pieces and light that accompanies the roar of a
cook until tender, saving the liquid heavy arm he saw the foremost
to use with the white sauce. Pre bandit go down in a crumpled heap.
pare a white sauce taking two tableTlie second thug acted with
spooufuls of butter, two of flour and promptness and Jim’s speed in
cook until smooth, then add one-, crouching down the instant he fired
half cupful of milk and one-half probably saved his life. As it was,
of nose or throat is made cupful of tlie celery liquor; cook a sharp pain over his left temple
more endurable, some until thick. Put a layer of white g-told him that a bullet' had reached
over a layer of the cooked him. Resisting, desperately, the im
times greatly benefited by sauce
celery in a buttered baking dish, pulse to relax his grip on conscious
applying Vicks up nos cover
with a layer of grated cheese, ness, he liftdd himself upon an eltrils. Also melt some repeat, finish the top with a layer ,bow nnd raked the darkness before
and inhale the vapors.
of buttered crumbs and bake In a him with a storm of lead.
A choking, agonized scream, fol
moderate oven until the crumbs are
lowed immediately by the sound of
brown.
Tapioca Pudding.—Cook one table- a heavy body crashing to tlie earth
spoonful of tapioca in a pint of —and Jim, witli a sigh, slipped into
milk for 15 minutes. Dissolve a tlie darkness that meant relief from
apo ub tablespoonful of gelatin in one-half pain, and forgetfulness of all things
□per 17 Million Jan Und Yearly
cupful of cold water. Add one-lialf —including hunger.
Jim Duran drifted hack to enncupful of sugar, the yolk of an egg
to the first mixture. Pour over*< srtousness again, two hours Jater, In
stewed dried apricots or peaches Ihe emergency ward attached to a
and one-half of a sliced banana. nearby police station. A surgeon
When cool add one-half cupful of standing at the foot of his bed was
speaking.
whipped cream.
"Scalp wound; nothing serious,”
Baked Lima Beans.—It Is the
tough outer skin of beans which he was telling the police sergeant
“Probably
most people find so troublesome to >vho lingered near.
digest. Soak a cupful of lima beans wouldn't have feazed him if he
in cold water to cover, over night; hadn't been half-starved. He has
in the morning drain and cover with missed out on a good many mess
boiling water; repeat when cool. calls In the past two weeks, or I
Slip off the skins nnd place the | miss my reckoning.”
“Guess he won't have to worry
beans in a baking dish, cover with
scalding liot milk nnd bake slowly ! none over where the next meal Is
for two hours. When the milk is : coming from now—not for a long
all absorbed remove the cover, dot I time to,come, at any rate.”
“Harney Kelson and Kid Brackett,
with bits of butter, add cayenne and
brown lightly. Serve from the bak both deader than I ever hoped to
see ’em—and five hundred smackers
ing dish.
FLOWERS SOON FADE
Spiced Prunefe.—Soak one pound ! on the scalp of each of ’em!” The
of prunes over night in water to i sergeant spoke enthusiastically, althe only memorial that endures ia a cover. In the morning simmer in ' hqit a bit enviously. “Nope, I reckon
carefully built
the same water until tender, adding j this lead slinger here won’t have to
ten cloves, the rind of a lemon, and bother none about the cats. . .
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
A hand readied out and plucked
the Juice. When tender, drain and
of granite or marble that retains its add one cupful of honey, one-half [ him by a sleeve.
“I say, surge, do you mean I get
beauty and withstands time and the cupful of vinegar to tiie liquid. Sim
elements.
mer the prunes In this after bring- till that' jack?” Jim asked weakly.
"Hello, there I You hack again?”
We give careful attention to distinct Ing it to the boiling point for a half exclaimed the officer, eyeing hint
hour. Chill and serve.
legible lettering.
critically.
“Look pretty fit, too, ot
(©. 1926, Western Newspaper Union.)
that,” he added, by way of com
See our designs and note our reas
ment. “As to tlie money, sure you
onable estimates.
get it; less a small per cent that
UAPPINESS
goes into the relief fund. What nre
FRED S. MARCH "S.VTc?
you going to do with it when you
A
A
depends
on
how
you
feel!
The New Monumental Warerooms
gft it? Spend it to see a balloon
Park St.. Cor. Brick.
ROCKLAND
ascension?”
If you do not feel good, full
Jim, entirely conscious now,
of pep and the joy of living
turned upon his hack and gazed up
—nine times out of ten it's
at tlie ceiling. A look of rapture
your liver.
TO RELIEVE
transformed his homely, freckled
face, and he licked out his tongue
CHAMBERLAIN’S
in pleasant anticipation.
6«®0LD
“Do with It?” he repeated. “Why,
TABLETS
sarge, I’m goin’ to buy me one thou
Act without making you sick. Take
sand dollars’ worth of spuds, nnd
two tonight. Feel good in the morn
—every blamed one of 'em I”
!niniimuiCES'*5Tnn* hedicihe ing. Get a package of 50 for 25 eta. eat(©.’em
1925, Western Newspaper Union.)
Sold everywhere
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 10; 1925.

WASHINGTON

NORTH WASHINGTON

Evening Star Grange Dramatic
Club
put
on
a drama
Feb.
5 at Grange hall tc a large and ap
preciative audience
This club is
composed1 of local talent, meriting
and receiving much worthy praise.
The cast was as follows: Squire
Bartlett. Arthur Sherman:
Mrs.
Bartlett, Nellie Crocker; David Bart
lett. Percival Pierpont; Kate Brew
ster, Lola Powell; Martha Perkins,
Lilia Farwell; Hi Hollins. Orbert
Leigher;
l^enox Sanderson. Fred
Ludwig: Anna Moore. Frances Howes.
The play was written and in every
way under the management of Mrs.
Carrie Kaler and her work deserves
special mention. The songs by Mar
guerite Lincoln. Arlene and Shirley
Ekiwards were very much enjoyed.
Mr. Prince of Detroit was a busi
ness visitor at W. M. Staples’ last
week.
Mrs. Percival Pierpont went to
Unity’ Friday afternoon.
Evening Star Grange met in regu
lar session Feb. 7 with Worthy Mas
ter Jesse Overlock in the chair.
There was a large attendance and
work in the first and second degrees.
The lecturer furnished a fine literary
program. Refreshments were served.
The regular church service Sunday
afternoon was well attended. Rev.
Mr. Webber, the pastor, brought a
helpful message.
The Sunday school under the manretnent of
Mrs. Cora
Cora Clarry
is proagement
of Mrs.
Clarry is
pro
grossing splendidly.
Missionary and Mrs. W. E. Overlook
were in the village Sunday and re
mained over during church services.
Jesse Overlock and John Carroll
attended a Grange meeting at Wins
low’s Mills Feb. 6.
The following books have been add
ed to Gibbs’ Free Library: Rough
Hewn. Canfield; The Enchanted Hill,
Kyne; Wanderer of the Wasteland,
Grey; The Little French Girl, Sedg
wick; Captains Courageous, Kip
ling; The Jungle Book. Kipling; Dora.
Spyri; The Quilt of Happiness. Wiggen; Bird Courtship, Burroughs;
Maine Forts. Dunnack.

George and Simon Turner were en
gaged last week in cutting lumber
for W. L. Leigher.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lenfest of South
Liberty called on his father here
Sunday.
This has been a severe winter, but
a big winter for trapping. F. W.
Cunningham has trapped 37 large
fat mice and he is. he claims no
great trapper either.
The people here are very thank
ful that they live 2^ miles from
South Liberty, where the smoke
freezes in tlie chimneys and feroci
ous wild animals are being hunted
and killed while no one knows what
species they are.
Uleric Peabody of the Village, was
the Sunday guest ot Mr and Mrs. H.
M. Lenfest.
Miss Esther Lenfest who is Hello
.'rl at Washington Central, was
home ovet Sum’av.
F. AV. Cunningham and W. A.
Painter have each their 1925 auto li
censes, but just now are not using
their cars to any extent. Three feet
of snow is the reason.

WARREN
Mrs. E. J. Cook sustained a bad
fall Saturday and is nursing a very
badly sprained ankle as a result.
Miss Jennie C. Brown who has been
the guest of her sister. Mrs. W. F.
Overlock, returned
Saturday to
Thomaston.
The weavers resumed work at the
woolen mill Tuesday after a short
lay off
A birthday party was tendered
Mrs. K. J. Overlock at the home ftf
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Montgomery on
Saturday evening where she has
been a guest for several days.
A sleighing party of 46 frqm the
Warren Congregational church drove
to Thomaston Saturday
evening
The evening with its full moon and
moderate temperature gave a very
beautiful setting to the cheerful and
gay spirits of the party. At 6.30 a
chicken dinner was served in the
dining hall of the Knox house after
which, appropriate remarks were
made by the members. Willis Yinal
very cleverly served as master of
ceremonies and added much jollity'
to th£ program with his witticisms
The latter part of the evening was
spent in th spacious lobby playing,
games and singing before the open
fireplace. This- social event was en
joyed so much, it is indeed hoped for
another such occasion in the near fu
ture.
The topic for the mid-week service
at the Baptist church on Wednesday
at 7 p. m. will be "The Place of
Prayer in the Work of the'Churchy
Seldon Robinson has joined -the
ranks of radiophans having bought
a Crosle.v set Otis W. Ellis is listen
ing in on a recently acquired Radiola

H
Guests numbering 15 were present
at a birthday celebration
given
Charles R. Overlock at his home on
Saturday evening. The evening was
very pleasantly passed with games
and music.
Refreshments
wert
served.

UNION
• Miss Mabel Ayer who is studying
at the New England Conservatory of
Music, has been spending her mid
winter vacation at her home here.
She was the soloist at the Congrega
tional church last Sun,lay morning
and beautifully rendered "I Think
When 1 Read That Sweet Story of
Old." Mabel was very cordially wel
comed back to her old seat in the
choir and while she was always a
very sweet and pleasing singer, het
training has developed yet greater
skill along that line and her solo
Sunday was very greatly .appreciat
ed. She left on Monday to resume
her studies.
Rev. Bessie F. Crowell has ar
ranged to give a stereoptieon lecture
in her church one Sunday evening
each month for several months and
maybe all throrfghout the year.
Next Sunday evening, the service
will be of a patriotic nature, being
ihe Sunday between Lincoln's and
Washington's birthdays, on the sub
ject "The Making of the American
Flag—The Origin and Evolution,”
There will also be two illustrated
song slides “America, the Beautiful”
and "My Country 'Tis of Tine." In
March, during the Lenten season the
lecture will be "The Passion Play of
Oberammangna" the slides being,
the production of 1322 play. In April
the lecture will he on Astronomy—
"The World's in the Making." The
dales for these lectures will ho an
nounced later and also the lectures
for the following months.

Union High School
Tlie Seniors plan to give their
class play. "When a Feller Needs a
Friend,” Feb. 27, at the Town hall.
The following students take part:
Erma Wentworth. Louise Grinnell
Ida Hills,.Myra Brown, Mai,el Moody.
Carl Newbert. Chester MacFarland,
and Royal Grinnell. Principal Lind
sey is coaching the drama.
Many students have perfect at
tendance records for the school year
thus far. Considering the weather,
travelling, and the distance from
school, it certainly is remarkable,
and they can justly be proud of It.
The Lincoln essay contest is open
to the Senior class again this year.
After Feb. 7, the 'Seniors will hold
no more Saturday night dances in
the Town hall until the drama is
over.

STONINGTON
Juanita Chapter, Order Eastern
Star, held their installation at the
Ma»°nlc hall Thursday. The follow,ng. ofl!c.ers "ere «ns‘alled by Alexander McGuffe, Past Patron, assisted
by Margaret MoGuffie as marshal
and Bessie Noyes as chaplain: Emma
E. Small, W. M.; Vernon L. Small,
W. P.; Clara Morey, A. M ; Bose W.
Turner, secretary: Edna E. Merrill,
treasurer; Susie Gross, Conductress;
Valllo Smith, associate conductress;
Callie Weed, chaplain: Wilder Gross
marshal; Katherine Haskell, organ
ist; Elna Knight. Adah; Georgia
Coombs, Ruth; Grace E. Gott, Es
ther; Eva Sawyer, Martha; Bessie
Gross, Electa; Eliza Morey, warder;
Guy Welch, sentinel. Following the
Installation, Past Matron Lucy M.
Collin»'and Past Patron Vernon L.
Small were presented jewels by Past
Matron Rose M. Turner, also the re
tiring matron presented her officers
with a neat little star pin in appre
ciation of their services. Rose M.
Turner, Past Matron, was presented
by the retiring officers with a fine
fountain pen. The Past Patron pre
sented the Past Matron with a se
lection of choice roses
After the
close of the exercises a short pro
gram was presented. Ice cream and
cake were served.

' MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD '1

Hello Daddy~dorit
forget my Wrigleys
Slip a packet in your

Eocket when you 4o

ome.
Give the youngsters
this wholesome longlasting sweet for
Pleasure and benefit,
e tt when work drags.

SEALED TIGHT.
KEPT RIGHTf

WRIGLEYS
"after every meal"

Lewiston. A87.00a. in., f/ .'iOa. m., 11.10 p. m.
New York. 11.10p. in.
Portland. A57.00a.m., f7.30a.rn., tl.10 p.m..
55.30 p. m.
Waterville. A<7.00 a.m., f7.30a.m., fl.Klp.m.
Woolwich. A|7.00a.m , f7.30a.rn. fl ’<»•>.n.,
f5.30 p. m.
f Dally,except Sunday.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Woolwiett.
M. !.. HARRIS,

D. C. DOUGLASS.

9-2S 24 V. 1‘. & Gen'l Mgr. Gcu’l Passenger Agt.

Vinalhaven and Rockland *
Steamboat Co.

Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
at 5.30 A XI. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
for Vlnalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
Swan’s Island
B. H STINSON.
General Agent.
Rockland. Maine, Oct 6, 1924.

i

Millions oi Chicks come to life in a QUEEN
The QUEEN makes hatching a pleasure. The
QUEEN is simple; easily operated; provides abun
dant, even heat and moistuie: has self supporting
trays: is perfectly insulated: made in sizes 85 to
2000 egg capacity. On the market for years: tried
and true: MAXIMUM results are attained
The dealer in your vicinity who sells the QUEEN
is a friend of yours. Look him up! Ask for a
QUEEN catalog — or write for saptc — also for
our 1925 catalog.
(125)

Kendall & Whitney

&/. 1858

WlLii-iO

MARTINSVILLE
The Ladies’ Circle meets with Mrs.
T. B. Harris, Feb. 12. instead of Feb.
19, as reported.
Mrs. William Cook who was oper
ated on two weeks ago. is improving
All are glad to hear the jingle of
the bells as the ice teams go along
Main street night and morning.
Seems like business to hear them.
Some 2000 tons have been harvested
with the iee 21 inches thick and
there are about 1000 tons more to

g
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TENANT’S HARBOR

GREEN’S ISLAND

«’’it.

Portland, Maine

RADIO SERVICE

ir inmlS

Gains Sixteen
Pounds After
Taking Tanlac

Remarkable, indeed, ia the state
ment of Mr. Orrin F. Reynolds, 6
Spruce street. Augusta. Me., who
states that Karnak has not only rid
him of trqublea of six years' standing
but has actually built him up 16
pounds in weight.
“Karnak has not only rid me of my
troubles and built me. up 16 j>oun<Ls
in weighL but 1 believe it actually
saved my life as well.” says Mr. Rey
nolds. "I suffered from one hf the
worst cases of stomach trouble a man
couhl have. I couldn't retain even
tlie lightest kind of food on my stom
ach. and gas would i»ress around my
heart until R seemed like ia would
stop beating. Stomach cramps and
pains were just terrible. I had awful
headaches ami weak dizzy spells. and>
felt so exhausted It was all 1 could do
t> try to drag myself home from, work.
I fell off in weight until my friends
were talking about it, and although I
dieted and spent large sums of money
for medicines arid treatments I kept
getting worst and thought my time
was drawing near.
"A friend advised ine to get Kar
nak and 1 thank him every time I
see him now for putting me on to this
remarkable new medicine. My stom
ach is just as tough as nails now. and
don’t give me a particle of trouble.
It just seems as if I can’t eat enough,
and I have gone tip from one hundred
and forty to one hundred and fifty-six
pounds irt weight. I don’t have a
trouble of any kind and come in from
work these days whistling and feeling
fine. Just tell anybody who wants to
know about Karnak iierson.ally to
look me up and I will lie glad;to tell
them all about It. It's worth its
weight in gold.”
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu
sively by the Corner Drug Store; In
Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall
Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
Co.; and by the leading druggist in
every city.

f5.30 p. n».

RCCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
6. 1924.

Friends here of Miss Elizabeth
Peterson of Gott’s Island.
were
No blue days or fits of depression, if pained to learn of her tragic death
your digestive system is working right. when she was burned to death with
Sluggish bowel movement, constipation her house. She visited the corres
or biliousness, cause more unhappiness, pondent ea\h summer at Mount Des
ert Rock for many years. Sympathy
more blueness and despondency, more is extended to her relatives and
headaches, than almost any other dis friends.
order to which We are subject and
The eclipse was watched here with
much of this misery and suffering is great interest through colored glass.
It was most interesting while it last
avoidable.
Remove the offending cause, start lip ed. The coloring on the water was
wonderful and will long be remem
liver and bowels with a few doses of bered. Members of the lighthouse
the true “L. F.” ATWOOD’S Medi family listened to every word that
cine and the tvorld will again seem like was broadcasted from Station WTAT
a pretty good place. Big bottle 50 on board the cutter Tampa It may
he late to tell of the eclipse now,
cents, 60 doses.
hut news items a he scarce at this
time.
Only 1 cent a dose
The last three days have been
springlike. The coldest morn
L F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me. quite
ing here to date the thermometer
registered four below and very* lit
tle ice has been seen ariMind this is
land.
Sympathy is extended to relatives
and friends in the death of Mrs. A. C.
Manson at Vinalhaven.
Ruth, Frank and I^ewis Chandler
were recent callers at the lighthouse
Bradford Bray was on the island
last Tuesday.
Mrs. Robert Higgins, a sister of
Mrs. Fred Robbins, is convalescing
from a critical surgical operation at
Knox Hospital.

Augusta Man Who Was Go
ing Down Hill So Fast
From Stomach Trouble He
Was Almost a Physical
Wreck.

t

The direct route between

Don’t Be Blue!

"I Actually Believe This Re
markable New Medicine
Saved My Life," States
Orrin F. Reynolds.

Eastern Standard Time

*
Trains Leave Rockland ron
Augusta. A $7.00 a. in. 17 .<30 ft m . tl.lOp. mJ
Bangor. A57 00a. ni.. f7.30a.tn . fl 10p.m. j
Boston. A 57.00 a. ni , f7.30n. ir.. fl lOp. tn. i
Brunswick, A57.00a.m., f7.30a.ni.. fl.10p.m..

z

Mrs. Margaret Jones spent a day
with Mrs. Kate Hooper the past
week. Mrs. Hooper is much better
and able to be at her old job making
rugs and quilts.
Autos and trucks keep off Main
street in the vicinity of the Grange
hall.
William M. Harris has made a har
ness for Buster the big Collie for
Master Sherwood Cook’. You might
think Lieut. Perry was coming.

Regular meeting cf Puritan Re
bekah Lodge next Thursday evening.
All ladies are requested to take a box
lunch for two. suggestive of St. Val
entine's Day. “Come andt choose your
sweetheart."
Miss Shirley Tabbutt was’at home
from Augusta for the weekend.
Mrs. Everett Mills and son Willard
of Gloucester. Mass., are guests of
her daughter. Mrs, Claude Wiley.
Mrs. Perley Miller entertained th<Sunday school children at a candy
pu'.l recently.

HEADQUARTERS

Haynes DX
Bloopless Three Circuit
Superdyne
Browning-Drake
and

Audio and Radio
Amplifiers
BUILT TO ORDER
TROUBLE SHOOTING
REPAIRS
ALTERATIONS
Sets and Tubes Tested on Actual
Broadcast Reception
Coils iXfound To Order
Parts and Accessories
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT
ATTENTION

R. W. TYLER
RADIO SERVICE STATION
(Over Express Office)
PoStoffice Box 359
ROCKLAND,...................MAINE

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counselor at
Law
431 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MAINE
Tclcpsones—Office 458; House 693-R
W. A JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE.
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

LINCOLN

370 Main Street, Rockland

BELIEVED IN

ARTHUR L ORNE

ECONOMY
Lipcoln not only believed in economy and
saving, but put these im
portant principles into
praotice early in life. Let
every young man exercise
his be:t efforts in emulatlng the example of
Lincoln.

4% INTEREST PAID
on

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

The

fioCKLAND

National
Bank

PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN

Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine ft Co.
417 MAIN ST. - - - - ROCKLAND

Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph.C
Chiropractor
400 Main Street, - - - Rockland
Graduate Palmer Sebool el Ctlreeraetle
Office Hour,;
Mondays. Wednesdays. Fridays, 10.12: 2-S|
7-S. Tuesdays, Thursday,. 10-12: 2-0;
Saturday,, 10-12. Tel. 866

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Talephana 136
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sheet Muels yen eat advtr-

tiaad in nil the laadine maiazlnsa.
Over

220

saleotlana—sand

far

eataleoue
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Ma.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
I
Telephone 323

START
SAVING NOW

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
Office Heura: I to 3 and 7 ta I P. OS.
Reild.nte until 9 A. M. and by Aaanlataaa*
Telephone 184

’When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

THOMASTON. ME.

ROCKLAND

H. M. deROCHEMONT

SAVINGS BANK
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

A strictly mutual savings
bank

The Street Loafer who Parks on a
Prominent Corner and Makes Re
marks about the Girls as they Pass
By should he Called to the Attention
of the Street Cleaning department
which will Confer a Great Favor by
Removing Him'to the City Dump.

38 Summer Street, - * Rockland
58-tf

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DtPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

106 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W

117-tf

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

L R. CAMPBELL

Attorney At Law
875 MAIN 8T. ROCKLAND. MB.

Every-Other-Day

DON’T PAY TOO

ORDER AT ONCE
Diapepsin’’

MUCH-f «*'«*>••

‘ Earned Income” Plays Im
portant Part In Tax Re
turns This Year.

PUT STOMACH IN

“Pape’s

Page five
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for

Gas, Indigestion or

Sour Stomach

Instantly-! Stomach corrected! You
never feel the slightest distress from
indigestion or a sour, acid, gassy
stomach, after you eat a tablet of
“Pape’s Diapepsin.” The moment it
reaches the stomach all sourness,
tlatulence, heartburn, gases, palpita
tion and pain disappear. Druggists
guarantee each package to correct
digestion at once. End your stomach
trouble for few cents.

RAZORVILLE
Missionary
Overlook
went
to
Palermo Valley Wednesday to of
ficiate at the funeral of Mrs- A. J.
Tobey.
Mrs. Susie Watson is visiting at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest 11.
Wellman.
The roads are'again passable after
some of them being full for nearly
a week, and the thermometer regis
tered above the led mark Friday for
the first time for many days.
Please say to the Weal her Man
we do not- want any more snow or
cold weather here. If ho lias some
he must dispose of send it to Florida.
Missionary Overlock went to North
Appleton Thursday to officiate at the
funeral of Mrs. Emeline Wateman.
A large flock of robins were seen
in the orchard of Mrs. (Minnie Sav
age Friday morning.

You’ll probably pay too much la
conic tax if you don’t read this sUiry.
Thousands of dollars of excess
payments on income tuxes have been
paid since January 1, the Internal
revenue bureau says, because the
taxpayers aren't taking advantage of
one of the most important tax re
ductions made by Congress last year,
and effeotive this year ror the first
time.
Most taxpayers notice that the
normal rates for small incomes arc
much lower than last year, and pay
accordingly. But they don’t notice
this:
»
“Earned income" only has to pa"
75 per eent of the tax as computed
under the regular rate.
Earned income, according to the
new law, Includes "wages, salaries,
professional fees and other amounts
received as compensation for-serv
ices actually rendered."
All net income for 1924 updo the
sum of $5000 is regarded as ’tearntd
net income,” for the purp*e of
raking this 25 per eent reduction.
'I he total' cf “earned net income
however, pan he as high as J|0,000,
but no higher.
Foi example a taxpayer who re
ceived $2,000 in salary and $3’,W9 hi
•e-eCi from a real estate deal.Js, en
titled to coui t it as "earned income."
and pay three-fourths of the tax on
it. A taxpayer who gets a s;Uyty ot
$10,000 is entitled likew ise to deduct
75 per rent. A taxpayer with a,sal
ary of $5,000,, ard a real estate deal
profit of $5,000, however, is entitled
to tho deduction only on the $5,000

MOTHER!

Clean Child’s Bowels

MOUNT PLEASANT
Cards have been received here an
nouncing the niarrlagt of Reuben
Tolnian and Miss Elizabeth Connaugliton of Boston. Mrs. Tolman
has l'miuently visited here at the
home of Mason Tolnian and many
friends extend congratulations and
best wishes.
Miss Blackington of Roritland Is a
guest at Douglass Bisbee's.
Mrs. William Bisbee Is very ill.T. J- Carroll Is working -with a
crew of men at West Rockport cut
ting timber.

Even if crons, feverish, bilious, con
stipated or full of cold, children love
the pleasant taste of “California Fig
Syrup" and it never fails to sweeten
the stomach and open the bowels. A
teaspoonful today may prevent a sick
child tomorrow. Doesn't cramp oroveract. Contains no narcotics or
soothing drugs.
Ask your druggist for genuine “Cali
fornia Fig Syrup" which has directions
for babies and children of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother! You must
say “California” or you may get an
imitation fig syrup.

VINALHAVEN

COMMERCIAL CAR
Thousands of these cars are used by
government employees and by the
government itself.

Their exceptional dependability—

•

tions are not the best—has long been

a matter of official record.
Screen Commercial Car $310, f. o. b. Detroit
$950.00 delivered

DYER’S

George Genthner spent several
days in Augusta last week.
Mis Harold Thomas and Miss
Ruth Marie Thomas, who have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. 11. F. Nash,
have returned to Rockluifd.
Kenneth Weston spent the week
end at home from Portland.
.1. 11. Miller. Ralph Morse nnd
Frank Cooper of the Waldoboro Ga
rage were in Augusta for the carni
val.
'Mis. Stephen Richards of Unbolt
Falls has been visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gallagher.
Carl Izmgren was in Brunswick
lust week.
Sanford Wlnchenbach
returned
from Portland Friday.
The North Primary and Kaler’s
Cornet- Schools closed Friday for the
winter recess.
Miss Edith Benner entertained
the Whiz Club at the home of Mrs.
Leola Oliver Friday evening. The
prizes were won by Mrs Berne
Mitchell and Miss Anne Gay. The
club will meet this week with Mrs.
Harold Clark.
The Lincoln County News of Felt
10. 1876 conveys the Interesting in
formation that! rain storms were fre
quent. that wood was selling at $4
a cord, and that the copiblned sal
aries of the town officers, amounted
to $856. This Issue of the News al
so tells of the appearance on the
street of the old half-moon sleigh
formerly owned by Gen. Knox. The
sleigh was then owned at the Thom
aston prison and was loaned to the
late Charles E. Hovey of this town.
“The Golden Rod" DeMille's stupen
dous production, played to a crowded
house at the Star Theatre Saturday
night. This week holds an attractive
program. "Locked Doors” with Bet
ty Compson, Theodore Von Eltz and
Adolphe Menjou is on the bill to
night.

GARAGE

Rockland Dealers
ir*

TEL. 124

A reception was tendered Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Harriman in Community
hall Saturday evening in honor of
their recent marriage. A beautiful
set of stiver, the gift of the com
munity was presented the bride, for
merly Miss Mabel Marcello. She was
taken completely bv surprise as
neither she nor the groom had an
Idea of what was gqing to take place
Ref reshments of cake, doughnu t«, cof
fee and cocoa were served and all
Joined in wishing the happy couple a
long and happy married fife. Dane
ing was enjoyed to the music of the
player piano.
•
Ralph Miller has been getting his
annual supply cf ice the past week.
Arthur Clough and family have
moved from this place to Lincolnville
and rented a farm there.
The iwst few days have been quite
mild compared with those of a week
preceding.
R. W. Buzzell has quite a crew
cutting luiriber and wood.
The mail man. Robert Heald, broke
the steering gear on his snowmobile
here Saturday morning and was compelled to engage a team to take him
to West Rockport. The broken ma
chine was towed back to Camden,
rep’iired and driven to West Rock
port where he met it on his return
trip from Rockland and continued
through to Camden.

ALLEN’S
LUNG
HEALER

$60.80

Quick Sales

We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20
and allow you more
than your old range is
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Small Profits

Tells Price

$60.80

$60.80
. *
Made in Bangor

V. F. STUDLEY INCTelephone 713.

ROCKLAND.

283 Main St.

Here are some of the figures for 1923, completed by the U. S. Govern
ment. Value of all poultry products, not including city and village flocks
was $1,047,000,000.
It exceeded the value of the wheat crop by
$300,000,000. It was seven times greater than the value of the sugar crop.
Improved methods of hatching and raising chickens has brought about
this wonderful increase.
The Buckeye Hot Water Incubator and the Buckeye Colony Brooder
are leaders all over the world. We have been supplying them to a great many
Knox County poultrymen for several years, and arc now ready for spring
business. Come in and see them and get advertising matter.

Rockland Hardware Co.

One sees teams hauling lee and
wood, an ocaslonal peddler and boys
on sklis, not much else and the only
sound to break the stillness is tlie
shrill locomotive whistle at tlw
granite plant. So far the tracks have
been kept clear and the business still
progresses.
Harriet Maker, who has been ill
with pneumonia Is convalescing. She
was attended by Dr. Leach of Ten
ant's Harbor.

Adel C. Manson, widow of David
It. Manson, died at her residence on
Atlantic avenue Thursday following a
few weeks’ Illness, and only a week’s TAKES THE RASP OUT
confinement to her room. She was
OF THE DEEP SEATED
born ill Rockland, Jan. G, 1841, the
COUGH
daughter nf Captain Nelson and Oli
via (Conant) Spear of that city. As
a child she evidenced a great fond
It heals the soreness and the ache
ness for reading, which developed in the lungs as nothing else will do.
one of the pleasures of her long life Il relieves the consumptive’s cough
She was educated in the public and breaks up Incipient pneumonia.
uchools of Rockland, being called We rould not safely make these
front there to assist in teaching. Isi- claims unless we could hack them up
ter she taught at Vinalhaven and with adequate evidence.
North Haven. . She was twice mar
H. J. ALLEN CO.
ried. her first husband was George
Ferry Frye of Rockland, a sea cap
Druggists,
West Lynn, Mass.
tain and also a teacher. By this
Sold In Rockland by the Kittredge
union two children were lxirn. Fred
A Frye of Azusa, Calif., and Georgia Pharmacy.
Alice, wife of Oscar C. Lane of Vin
alhaven. The deceased accompanied
her husband oh voyages a part of
“For that Tickle in your Throat
the time and always clearly recalled
the happenings of those experiences and to Ease your cough we rec
including the vists to New Orleans, ommend ALLEN’S BRONCHO
Philadelphia, Baltimore. New York
and other ports. After the death of THROAT TABS.”
Capt. Frye she was employed in the
—------- ----------- —
office of the Rockland Tribune, fk“ing energetic and of progressive bus
iness mind, she engaged successfully
in millinery in Vinalhaven where she
married her second husband, David
R. Manson. Mrs. Manson was inter
ested in the upbuilding of the town
There will be a 20% disoount on ell
and was a member of the Memorial
Association and Iai'fayette Carver
new Machinee, both stand ma
Corps in former years, also a mem
chines and Portable Electrics of
ber of Marguerite Chapter, Order ot
which we heve a full line. Why
the Eastern Star. She was, for a pe
not come to our store and ses
riod of over GO years' residence in
town, held in the highest esteem of the what you are buying and soe them
people. Besides the son and daugh
demonstrated and save the tales
ter of her first marriage she is sur
man’s profit—remember it costs
vived by two daughters by her sec
money to sell goods. Cash or easy
ond marriage. Miss Evelyn Alanson
payment plan.
and Edith C„ wife of W. Adelbert
Smith of this town and by one
We have about 20 used ma
granddaughter, Nathalie M. Smith,
chines left that will bs sold at 30,
who was a comfort and joy to her 40 and 50 per cent discount and
grandmother in her declining years. soma as low as $25. We also carry
She Is survived by one brother Ros
Parts and Repairs for all makes of
coe F. Spear of Monmouth, former
machines and a repair man always
ly of this town.
Funeral services ready to answer a call. Remem
were held at her home Suntlay, Rev. ber, to take advantage of this tale
Albert Henderson of Greenville. It. I., you must call at the store or phone
officiating.
There were beautiful | Mr. Herrick. We will take thii
floral offerings, silent tributes of love time to say that all open accounts
and esteem from
relatives
and
that will send in their February
friends. The body was taken Mon
payments before the 15th will re
day to Rockland and placed In the ceive 5% discount. Open evenings.
tomb to await Interment In the fam
Remember the old stand—613
ily lot in Achorn cemetery. The.
bearers were: W. Adelbert Smith. H. I Mein street; Tel. 477-M.
W Fifleld, Porter Lawry and 1.. W.
Sanborn.
CINC CD

FOR THE NEXT
TEN DAYS

$60.80

Few people realize just how large the poultry business has grown during
the last twenty-five years.

CLARK ISLAND

Adel C. Manson

WANTED
SECOND HAND
RANGES

Bigger Poultry Profits

SIMONTON

Rev. Albert Henderson of Green
ville. R. I., preached Sunday morning
and evening at Union church. He
was accompanied by his wife who
was soloist at the morning service.
While in town Rev. and Mrs. Hen
derson were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Greenlaw.
Frank W. Hopkins and Walter L.
Young have been drawn to serve as
Traverse Jurors a‘t the April term
of court.
From the Town Clerk's records one
learns that for the year of 1924. S9
births, 13 marriages and 45 deaths
were reported.
The unusual fact is reported to the
correspondent that R F. Green has
, been a subscriber to the Lewiston
Journal for over 50 years.
The I-adies of the O. A. R. held
their annual installation of officers.
Friday evening at the G. A. R. rooms
Mrs. Ola Ames Vas installing officer
assisted by Mrs. Gertrude Hall as
conductor.
The
officers
were:
President, Mae Lawry: senior vice,
Jennie Williams; junior vice. Leola
Smith: conductor, Hester Ames: as
sistant conductor Pauline Hennigar:
chaplain. Evle Hennigar: I’. I., Min
nie Smith; secretary, Edith Vinal:
Sec our remarkable bargains In
treasurer, Ix»ttie Carver: guard. Kate
Coombs; As. G., Kitty Webster; col felt base floor coverings. 35 cents per
Furniture
Co.—
or bearers, Hester Ames. Pauline yard. Stonington
Hennigar,
Kitty Webster.
A 6 adv.
o’clock supper preceded the ceremon
ies served by chairman. Lettie Moore
assisted by Kate Coombs, Minnie
Smith. Gertie Hall. Edith Vinal, Kit
ty Webster, Mac Lawry and Leola
Smith.

Dodqe Brothers

particularly where driving condi-

WALDOBORO

A taxpayer whose ne'

salary Income for 1925 was $16,<I9>I
can deduct the credit on the tax in
only $10,000.
The personal exemption and de
ductions for independents are taken
out of the Income before arriving at
the “net income" on which the tat,
and, in many cases, the 25 per cen:
reduction, is decided.
Another relief for business men "California Fig Syrup” is
provided in the new tax law is being
disregarded by many returns, the
Dependable Laxative for
bureau says. This Is as follows:
“A taxpayer who is operating a
business in which both personal
Sick Children
service and capital arc material in
come-producing factors, is entitled
to a reasonable allowance as otnpensation for personal services acluually rendered, which amount shall
lie considered as earned net income.
This amount shall not exceed 20 per
cent of his share of Ihe net profits of
such trade or business, and in no
case can he consider any amount
over $10,000 as net Income."
On this “earned net income." the
businessman is entitled to deduct
per cent of the taxes due. if the
share of 20 per cent of his profits
amounts to $10,000 or less, the tax
payer may consider the
entire
amount “earned Income."

SEWING MACHINE CO.
Keep in the house the old fash
ioned Witch Hazel Extract. Three
Crow Brand.—adv.

.

H. L. HERRICK, Mgr.

\

17-1S

%

REAL SCOTCH THRIFT

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
A short time ago I met an old
Scotch gentleman with whom I had
the most Interesting conversation—
John Monaghan of Vlnalhaven, who.
ilthough he owns to SO years, works
at cutting paving every suitable day.
He was brilliant and pleasing in Ills
manner and had only recently re
turned to Clark Island where his old
home had been closed for several
ea rs.
In looking over his clothing he es
pied a suit of the finest black broad
cloth and darned the vest and trou<ers. He Informed me that the suit
had been in use for GO years. That
his sister-in-law made and gave It
to him in Scotland and that he had
worn It for best over there as many
as 20 years. When lie eame to this
country, the suit still remslnlug Ills
"dress up.” The coat is a swalloh -tall
as nobody would Wear an ordinary
coat with pockets to church in the
"auld countrle." The suit is in ex
cellent condition and jet black.
Upon the couch was spread a shep
herd checked "plaidie” which Mr.
Monaghan said had been in his fam
ily for 123 years.
M. E. DClark Island. Feb. G.

Buick Authorized
Service anywhere and
everywhere is like
an insurance policy.
Wherever, whenever
you drive, it protects
the continuous, satis
factory operation of
your Buick.

CUSHING
Twelve employes of the New Eng
land Telephone Co. were in tot*, n Fri
day taking an inventory for the com
pany. They took dinner a’ B. 8.
Geyer's.
Supt. F. E. S- Morse of RockliiM.
was in town visiting schools Friday.
Mrs. A. C. Campbell and M'es
Gena Tracy are soon to go to New
Y:rk for the remainder of the «in
ter, Miss Edith Stevens is t> ac
company thorn, to lie the guest of
her grand parents, Mr. und Mrs. B.
L. Stevens, while in New York.
Mr. Allen of Hartford, Conn.,
the guest of William Sexton at the
Rockwell cottage. Bird's Poin*.
Stanley Miller and W. E- Hall nre
chopping wood for E. B. Har’.
Mrs. John Olson Is recovering from
her recent illness, having been con
fined to her home for the past few
weeks. It is hoped that all friends
who read this may remember 'lrr
with a card Feb. 14.
Since the snow has covered the
ground, a large flock of small birds
has been fed daily at the postoffiee
here. They come regularly expect
ing their food, which is lflaced on
cover on an old stump.
Mrs. iHattle Ames has gone Ito
Thomaston to live with Mr. and Mrs
Weston Young.
Samuel and Freddie Olson hauled
wood for E. B. Hart last week-

FRIENDSHIP

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
57 PARK STREET
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO

Where

Z E73 \
X
.x

fifty-two
weeks

the trade
APPLES

finds

V X

-i

every

/

year

/

We also sell oilier produce which you raise, such
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
Best Prices

Quick Returns

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E
church held an all-day session Wed
nesday at the home of Mrs. Thomas
Benner. A delicious picnic dinner
was served to the 18 present.
Mr. Bossa is showing some very
Interesting and instructive pictures
Wednesday and Saturday nights,
INC.
which are well patronized.
Mrs. A. E. Wotton Is the guest of
20 No. Side
BOSTON
her sister Mrs. Charles A. Morse,
Thomaston, this week.
Faneuil
Hall
Market
MASS.
Mrs. Melvin Lawry is visiting her
T-96-tf
daughters in Quincy, Mass.
Mrs. Lizzie Thompson has return
ed from a two weeks' visit with hetsister. Mrs. R. W. Davis in Rockland.
Ralph Starrett and family and
Mr. und Mis. Louvllle Pottle have
moved into the Allen house.
W. P. STRONG
Chester Bennett is in very poor
WATCHMAKER
AND JEWELER
health.
WALL PAPER
Mrs. H. L. Bossa was called to
Massachusetts Thursday
by the
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
death of a. relative.
SUPPLIES
Mrs. Austin Winchenbach of Wal
THOMASTON. MAINE
doboro and her brother Maynard
Tu* S - tf
Brown of Bath called on their grand
parents Mr. and Brs. G. D.- Pottle
Bunday.
The Baptist Circle met in the
Know the tremendous pull
vestry Thursday for an all-day ses
.Made to meet o Demand *• not a Price //
sion. A picnic lunch wajs served.
ing power of Courier-Gazette

KINGMAN and
—HEARTY*

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

BCM

KCIGAR

.

THOMASTON

____
Deputy Collector John P. Larkin
will be at the Thomaston Postoftiee
Tursday. for the purpose of assisting
•taxpayers in filing income returns
for (he current year.
A large delegation of members of
the Warren Congregational church
took supper at the Knox Hotel Sat
urday ami spent the evening there
In a social way.
Take in the entertainment at the
Baptist vestry thia Tuesday even
ing. It is for the benefit of the or
chestra.
W. O. Fuller of Rockland will be
the speaker before the Community
League tonight.
Miss Alta McCoy is spending a
vacation of three weeks in New
York City.
Misses Adele Brown and Kittie
Harrington went to Boston Satur
day for the weekend.
Miss Letitia Creighton is the guest
of Miss Gwendolyn Wolfe at Omaha,
Neb.
There will he a Joint installation
of Arcana Lodge K- of 1*. and May
flower Temple, Pythian Sisters, Feb.
18. The rank of Page will he work
ed by Arcana next Wednesday even
ing.
J. H. Everett and Percy Studlcy
got a good catoh of pickerel last
Saturday.
They caught 23. The
largest measured 25 inches and
weighed three pounds and six
ounces. .
Capt. and Mrs. J. E. Creighton left
for New Jersey Monday afternoon.
There will be basketball, the real
thing, at the 'Andrews’ Gymnasium
tomorrow evening, Thomaston boys
and
girls
against.
Rockport
boys and girls. Each team now
stands at .750 per cent. Who will be
who is a live question.
The ^Ladles’ Circle of the Baptist
church will meet at the vestry Wed
nesday afternoon. Supper will be
served at fi o’clock. The housekeep
ers will be Misses E'iz.a Whitney.
Elizabeth Washburn, Georgia Wyllie
and Mrs. Arline AmesA costume Valentine dance will be
held by the Parent-Teacher Associa
tion at the Andrews Gymnasium
Saturday. Prizes will be awarded
for the best and the worst looking
costume. The judges will be Miss
Margaret G. Ruggles, Mrs. (Hive
Sturtevant. Thomaston, Mrs. Eliza
beth Flanagan of Rockland, A. J.
Elliot and J. Walter Strout of Thom
aston.
Mrs. W. J. Jameson who is spend
ing the winter in Rockland was in
town Monday.
Everett Condon has moved from
Main to Green street.
Hon. Hollis Gilchrest has been
down for a day from Augusta. Our
Representative is looking after the
interests of his constituents very
carefully.
Wednesday evening at 6 o'clock
Grace Chapter’ O. E. S„ will serve
a picnic supper. Members not so
licited kindly come and furnish cake
or pastry.
Mrs. R. D. Swift after several
weeks illness is quite ill. She is be
ing cared for by her daughter. Mrs.
Robert Browne.
r
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In Everybody’s Column

PRODUCTS

Advertisements in this column not to ex- 4
ceed three lines inserted once for 23 cents.
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5
cents each for one time, 10 cents for thrjpe
times. Six words make a line.

Miss Helen King who has been the.

SSw .Week

March 2 la Set Arid. For Exploiting the Goods
and Advantages of the Pine Tree State.

Dorchester, Mass.
Zelma M. Dwinal, Camden’s repre-|
Lost and Found
sentative to the Legislature, was’the
r ••••-• • -» «
guest of his .family here over Sun- J
\
t. Cummings, secretary of eration of Agricultural Associations,
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss of de
(lay. He returns today to Augusta.!
Maine Products week committee is chairman, comprises representa
posit book numbered 24640 and the owned of
said txxik asks for duplicate in accordance
Mrs. John Taylor will entertain of the State Chamber of Commerce, tives of the Associated Industries of
with tlie provision of the State ■Law. Rock
the Friday Club this week.
has issued the following open letter Maine, the College of Agriculture,
land Savings Bank, by A. B. Blacklngion,
Assistant Treasurer, Feb. 10, 1925, Rock
to
Chambers
of
Commerce,
Boards
Maine
Department
of
Agriculture,
Miss Georgia Mathews has been
land Me.
18*T-24
the guest of Miss Marion Weidman of Trade and other commercial civic State Grange, Farm Bureau Feder
NOTICE—Is hereby given of tlie loss of de
and agricultural organizations in ation, Maine Canners’ Association,
in Rockport for
few days.
posit book numbered 2666 and the owner of
Maine Central Railroad, Maine Fed
There will be a Valentine social at Maine: Mr. Cummings writes:
said book asks for duplicate in accordance
Knowing that you are interested in eration of Women s Clubs, Business
witli the provisions of the state law.
SKthe M. E. vestry Friday. Refresh
'UR1TY TRUST (X) , by Elmer C. Davis.
ments will be served. Admission 10 the industrial, commercial and agri and Professional Women’s Clubs,
Treasurer, Rockland, Jan. 27, 1925
12-T-18
cultural progress of our ow n State State Chamber of Commerce and
cents.
FOUND—Collie dog, female, black and
Agricultural League, a number of
Mrs. A. 1». Higgs of Rockland was of Maine, we are seeking your co
white and tan underneath ; low cars
lias
collar, no name. (I. L. TOLMAN, West Mead
the guest of Mrs. H. P. Buchannan operation in a movement to acquaint manufacturing firms and t. 2 secre
the
people
of
Maine
with
the
great
taries
of
Several
Chambers
of
Com

ow*.
Rockland.
16*18
last week.
products of the Maine industries and merce.
LOST—Cold Conklin pencil between ChainJoel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of volume, variety and high quality of
It is iiroposed to ask local mer
l>er of Commerce and Knight Bros. Return to
the Grand Army of the Republic, at
.............
KNIGHT
Bit
BROS.
16-18
chants
as
they
lane
in
stock
supple

fa rms.
their regular meeting last Friday
LOST—Brown pocketbook containing sum of
Following the suggestion of Gov. mented by a display of sample prod
money bttween Trainer’s restaurant and 18
evening had a special program ap Brewster, an informal get-to-gether ucts loaned by manufacturers in
Gay St.
Finder please return to DANIEL
propriate to the birthdays of Wash of Maine men, held in the State their localities. The matter of in
COLE. 18 Gay St.
Reward.
14*16
ington and Lincoln and served re House, resulted in the selection of a teresting Maine people to favor
freshments. In the afternoon the committee to map out a plan of cam Maine products in their purchases
Wanted
sewing circle met and supper was paign to encourage the use of Maine will be stressed in a campaign to be
served at 6 o’clock.
products by Marne people.
carried on later in the year.
WANTED—By reliable perron, unfurnished
Tonight is the annual banquet of
room suitable for light housekeeiring. AD
“Know Maine Products” is the slo
If your organization or community
DRESS “ROOM” care of Tlie (’’ourler-Gathe Business Men’s Association. A gan adopted by this committee and is willing to co-operate in this comzette.
r?*2«
turkey supper will be followed by the week of March 2, has been des- Unendable movement, will you pleu.se
WANTED—Girl for general houaework No
an entertainment and dancing. The ignated as a period for displaying inform the secretary of the general
washing. Apply after 4 o’clock, to MBS. C.
affair will be held in K. of P- hall.
Maine products in the cities, towns committee what plans are being
I BURKOM’S, 66 Beech St.
18-tf
and
communities
through
the
State.
Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs entertained
made for local observance of this
WANTED—$10,000,600 Company wants man
to
sell
Watkins
Home
Necessities
in
Rocktwo tables at cards Thursday even
The committee, of which John W. “Know Moline
Products”
Week
and More than 150 used daily. Income $35
ing at her home on Belmont avenue. Leland, president of the Maine Fed- March 2-7.
0 weekly. Experience unnecessary. Write
Duplicate auction was enjoyed and i
Dent B ft THE .1
R. WATKINS COM
refreshments of sandwiches and
PANY, 64 N. Washington St , Boston, Mass.
,18*lt
ONE HUNDRED HIKERS TELLING THE WORLD
cake served.
The annual meeting of the Camden
WANTED—Old peutcr (Hsltts by \*ELDistrict Nursing Association was Being a Story of How They Union’s Enterprising Busi
I1
___
17 1H
689 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
WANTED—To buy hens and chickens.
held in the Episcopal parish rooms
ETER EDWARDS, 271
Limerock street,
Captured the Country Club
ness Men Form a Chamber
Feb. 6. A very encouraging report
Rockland
Tel. 806-4.
81*20
of the work done by the nurse. Miss
WANTED—Housekeeper in small family.
Without Firing a Gun.
of Commerce.
Blake, for the year was read and the
CALL 976-W.
17-tf
I
following officers
were
elected:
WANTED—Cook and second maid
Miflft
No
greater
enthusiasm
has
been
The
Winter
Sports
Committee
’
President, Mrs. Julius Waterbury;
be neat and hud some exiierlence, in Thom
secretary and treasurer. Mary E. made a ton--trike when it conceived noted In Union for years, than that
aston. ADDRESS 1*, care of TIFE (X>URfER-GAZETTE
17-19
Bartlett; executive committee. Mrs. the idea of having a hike on snow which manifested itself Friday by a HAS IMPORTANT WORK
goodly gathering of the town’s busi
Emily Jagels. Mrs. Joseph Emery. shoes and skiis.
WANTED—Small farm, not over 1"» acres,
ness men at the banking rooms of the
Rockland or Camden preferred, good noil,
Mrs. F. H. Calder. Mrs. Frank Mor
Senator Hale’s Position As
buildings in good repair, price reasonable,
Saturday afternoon was the ap Security Trust Co.
row*. Mrs. H. M. Rankin; press sec
near car Urie. Address FARM, care ConUnion
is
only
following
what
other
retary. Mrs. A. O. Pilsburv. Plans pointed time and Postoffice square
• ler-Ga/t ■
16 27
Chairman
of
Naval
Affairs
were made for a membership drive had been designated as the gather towns are doing in the same line,
WANTED—To Imy shoe or shoe and cloth
that
of
stimulating
business
and
Is Responsible One.
ing store, one with small stock, or ono
which will be held in the near future. ing place. The happy crowd, di
broadcasting to the outside world and
wishing to retire from business. Location
Miss Rose Blake has gone to Bos
desired. Union. Warren. Waldoboro or Dam
vided
about
fifty-fifty
as
to
snow

business
interests
the
wonderful
fa

Senator Frederick ILile, as chltirton for a week’s visit. Her place
ariscotta GEORGE STILES, 139 Centre St..
shoes and skiis, set forth at 2.30, cilities Union has for all kinds of mun of the Senate committee on na
M iddleboro, M ass.
16*18
will be taken by Mrs. Fred Ogier.
STRICTLY
COSTUME
AFFAIR
small
manufacturing
industries, val affairs, holds one of the most im
constantly gathering new recruits as
WANTED—Table girl at THORNDIKE HO
namely—
TKL
13-tf
portant positions oi any member of
the
hike progressed.
Eventually
• • • •
$1.00 per couple
ROCKPORT
the United States Senate writes
there were about 100 in the party,
The Knox Railroad, which
Thomas S. Forsyth to the I’ortlandand they made a very striking pic
For Sale
Confetti, Serpentine Streamers, Good Music,
makes two trips daily to connect
Express-Advertiser. Also there is a
AV. P. Heahl of Freeport has Men ture as they directed their course
with the M. C. R. R. at Warren
great
res])onsibility
resting
on
the
FOR
SALE
—
Second hand 3 upright pi
the guest of his niece, Mrs. Blanche through Lindsey Grove, across Mid
has put its roadbed in excellent
Refreshments
anos, 1 Brunswick cabinet machine, 1 Edlposition as chairman.
dle street hill by the limerock quar
Ellsworth for a few days.
<m cabinet machine, 2 mandolins, 1 banjo,
condition and has recently pur
The appropriation hill for $237,000,V. F. STUDLEY, Inc., Music Department
Oliver Ingraham was at home from ries, and around the golf course of
chased new* equipment.
Prizes Given For Best Costumes
000 and a little ov«|*, which has been 1
18-tf
I-Jowdoin college to spend Sunday the Rockland Country Club- All
The Central Maine Power Co.
passed by* Congress, was worked out
FOR SALE—We have several small houses
with his iKirents, Mr. and Mrs. Enos sorts of attractive costumes were
with its unlimited supply of elec
Cars
to
Rockland
After
the
Dance
from $330 anti upwards. Also the Peasley
worn, and in the cheeks o? the hikers
in Senator Hale's committee. This
E. Ingraham.
tric power.
estate, Pacific St , which consists of a large
there was a healthy glow* that no
appropriation is to cover all branch
The Crawford and Georges
two-story house witli stable and poultry
Miss Georgia Mathews of Cam drug store artist could paint.
CAMDEN
COAST
ARTILLERY
es
of
the
navy,
and
the
bill
required
house with yard
All of this property is
rivers with their excellent water
den was the guest of Miss Marion
15-19
well rented and is a good investment. Ap
Some of the women, especially
considerable
labor
and
careful
con

privileges.
Weidman Friday of last week.
ply to W. A CLEVELAND. 33 Pacific St.,
those who traveled on skis, took a
sideration to whip it into shape.
Union’s lakes which are unrtockiand or J. C. MITCHELL, Administra
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Berry .and shorter course, but the destination of
Another bill coming from Senator
tor, N.iliari', Mass.
18-29
comparable in beauty and so de-'
family of Camden were guests of his everybody was the Country Club,
Hale’s committee that was success-,
sirous for summer camps.
FOR SALE—Household range used one
parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry where through the generosity of sev
Stop
and
Shop,
See
and
Select,
But
Visit
year, in good condition. Cost $87 .30. If
fully acted on by Congress was the
Union and surrounding towns
sold at once will sell for $33. L. W. BEN
Sunday.
eral merchants, already mentioned,
bill providing for improvements to
are noted for their line farms,
NER. 2 North Main St
17-19
Portland
During
the
'The regular meeting of the Fred an attractive lunch of hot cocoa and
certain of the navy war vessels so as
with their large dairies and won
A. Norwood Relief Corps No. 26 was coffee, doughnuts, sandwiches and
FOP SALE—Second hand upright pianos,
to njodernize them. This bill also
derful orchards.
63, $133, $183, $239. Square piano $20
held Friday evening and three can cake was provided. Mrs. Thompson
provided for the construction of
Union has two canning fac
Easy terms if desired, MAINE MUSIC CO.
didates were initiated. A program and daughters were in charge of this
eight scout cruisers, and six river
16-18
tories that can take ^are of all
was enjoyed which included the fol feature, and were assisted by volun
gunboats. The latter will probably
the corn, apples, beans, blueber
FOR SALE—Knox Marine (.as Engine, 4^
PORTLAND
AND
• * » «
lowing numbers. Piano solo, Mrs. teers who were interested in the suc
H. P . and 13 gal. gas tank. Engine in g<xid
ries and squash the surrounding
be used in China for the protection
condition, and has just had new brnnZe
Florence Knight;
reading, Mrs. cess of the event.
• 1»
Howard Smalley
territoryLr can nrndimo
produce.
of American interests in that coun
STATE
OF
MAINE
bearings.
Price $23.
Florence Automatic
vocal solo,
Miss
Some of the hikers displayed a
• • « •
try which appears to have periodical
Oi, stove. 3 hunters and oven. Good condi
Mrs. Leila Winchenbach Smalley Maude Nutt;
>1
Blanohp
Cody;
reading,
Mrs.
Minnie
skill
in
handling
snowshoes
and
skis
tion
Price
$12.
White
Mt. Ice Cream
disturbances
at
which
time
protec

vi’iTl be remembered throughout the
t
me tounwin
The
following officers were nam^d:
Exposition Building, Portland, Me.
Freezer. 2 gal. capacity, Price $3. R. S
cj Creighton: Vico tion to Americans is much needed.
community with sympathy and love Wellman. There was a large attend that coul.l onjj have been horn bf presi<,ent,
JORDAN. 131 Pleasant street.
13*18
Newest ctyles in automotive construction—pleasure cars, trucks,
With rapid advance in the science
in the hour of her affliction in the ance and at the close of the enter long experience, while to others tflh president. F. W. Gordon; secretary
FOR SALE—Dry hard fitted wood delivered
tainment
a
baked
bean
supper
was
art
was
entirely
new.
death of her husband, Howard
of airplane navigation it is necessary
and treasurer, J. IL Williams.
$13 cord
CHARLES HELEN, Rockville.
v
tractors and accessories, and view
It has been said that the last shall
Tel. 332-21.
13 24
Smalley, who died Sunday at the served.
for the American navy to have ves
Miss
Avis
Cox
was
the
guest
of
be
first,
in
which
event
Ralph
WigFOR SALE—Player Piano Q. It. 8. music
home of Elbridge K. Winchenbach.
sels suitable lor airplane carriers.
Portland
Stores
Rich
in
Merchandise
Displays
IS RICH IN DRAMA
rolls, wide range of choice.
While titcy last
He was a native of Kt. George, but Miss Doris Ogier in Camden Sun gin and Axel Brunberg were all
The war vessels I.exington and Sara
only 23 cents each. V. F STUDLEY, INC.,
right.
Walter C. Ladd, who as
Autcmctive Exhibit staged under auspices of
from infancy had been a resident of day.
toga have been designated as two of
Music Department.
9-tf
Ralph Thomas who has been quite chairman f the hike is entitled to Sabatini’S “The Sea Hawk’’ the vessels for such purpose. Th,b
Worcester, Mass. He married Miss
much
praise,
carried
along
a
coil
of
FOR
SALE
—
Double
tenement
house
at
5
ill
at
the
home
of
his
sister.
Mrs.
Winchenbach Nov. 2, 1923. In the
L4.‘ L DI
i
r*’!
bill for the conversion of these ves
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS F. H. SANBORN,
on i lace In rllm sels into carriers, after being favor
prime of life he had been stricken Roland Crockett is reported to be rope, with 'the express purpose of
89 Pleasant St.
Tel. 903-W.
3-tf
rescuing anybody who fell by the
Feb. 10-12-17-19
Howard B. Chandler, Mgr.
down./ The remains are being taken somewhat improved.
ably acted on in the Senate was sent
FOR SALE—Residence of tne late Cap:
World.
Airs. Ida Upham of Camden was wayside, and his foresight was justi
to Worcester today. They are ac
Charles E. Hall, Middle St Heights.
AR
to the House committee on naval af
THUR L. ORNE, 417 Main St., Rockland.
companied by Mrs. Smalley and son. a guest at Capt Ernest Torrey’s fied.
fairs for consideration.
Regarded
by
virtue
of
its
orig

1-tf
Pity that a camera man could not
Mrs. E. K. Winchenbach and Mrs. Sunday.
Senator Hale has been handling
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heat,
The Twentieth, Century Club will have been present when Elmer Davis inality and magnitude, as eveij a big projects of the government as
Georgia Robinson.
cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
be entertained Friday afternoon at negotiated the st^ep incline which better entertainment than the au chairman of the Senate committee on
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
led to the Lime Rock Railroad track, thor’s well remembered
’’ScaraM G. GURNEY. 3 Park St , Camden.
1-tf
Ellston Luce is prepared to do all the home of Miss Nellie M. Thorn
Rafael Sabatini’S "The naval affairs, hut he always manag
kinds of electrical work, prompt dike instead of at Mrs- Blanche Here was another picture that no, fnouche.
FOR
SALE
—We have a parlor, library ana
es
to
find
time
to
attend
to
the
wants
artist could paint, but he is said to Sea Hawk" as plcturixed by Frank
bed room set, including mattress and spring.
Steward’s.
service and price* iBght.—adv 18-tf
of his constituents, as was shown by
Best quality of 6sed modern furniture which
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sylvester of the young banker's credit that he Lloyd, comes to the playgoers Wed- the efforts he made to obtain from
we will sell or exchange for antique furni
Camden were guests of Mr. and Mrs. went over the top with colors flying. Resday and Thursday on the flereen th,e government an icebrealffAg ves
ture. COBH & DAVIS.
145-tf
STRAND THEATRE
The Country Club was reached
tho Park Theatre. The story beAll wc have left from the Smoke Vulcago Blacking, large size ....... 12c
Arthur Berry Sunday.
FOR
SALE
—
Mouse
at
Atlantic,
(Swan
’s
sel
for
the
rivers
and
bays
in
Maine
Sun Piste Stove Polish, small size 6c Island.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Upham of about 4.30 and such appetites no liv- S»ns in England, where itister Peter during the recent cold period. He and Water Sale follows:
Has a woman the right to spy on
before.
The
Godolphin
is
murdered
shortly
after
_
<
_
,
..
Sun
Paste
Stove
Polish,
large
size
12c
location
close
by
shore.
Garage
and
out

ever
saw
ing
person
North Vassal boro and Mrs. Hansom
has presented to the Senate a num Good Pears, larae sue, can ....... 15c clothes Pins, 2 doz. pkg................. 5c buildings, water In house . Acre and halt
her husband? Is it ethical for her
Crockett of North Haven are in youngsters of whom there were his sister Rosamund and Sir Oliver ber of bills for pensions and has Blueberries, extra good, can ..... 15c pu,.jty g,|ti 2 lb. pkg.
of
land.
Fine
place
for
summer
home.
At
5c
to hire a detective to watch him if
a bargain.
Address DR. I. B GAGE, At
town called by the illness and death many in the expedition, were par Tressiltan announce their coming shown great activity
,b bag ............ (
she thinks he is “wandering?” Or
discussing Boiled Dinner, large size ............... 10c purity Salt>
lantic. Me
57*tf
ticularly vor;aeious and thirsty, but marriage. Oliver is accused of ,the
shou'ld she disdain to do such things, of their father W. F. Upham.
with State Department officials the Van Camp’s Beans, 4 cans ........... 25c purity Salt> 10 |b. b^ .................... 18c
for
everybody
the
food
and
drink
murder
because
a
trail
of
hood
leads
The
open
meeting
of
the
Twen

Campbell
’
s
Tomato
Soup,
3
cans
25c
A
tlrong
10c
Shopp
j
n8
Bag
..........
5c
deeming it. unworthy of her love?
held a flavor which none had ever, ^lom
dead man’s body to the British embargo on Maine potatoes.
Miscellaneous
This is the problem that confronts tieth Century Club was held Fri suspected of such commonplace ar- doorstep of Penarrow Hall, Oliver’s There is much Senator Hale has Condensed Milk, 14 oz. can ....... 15c jones’ Crackers, Pilot, Oyster, Soda
day
evehing
at
the
home
of
Miss
and Common Crackers, 4 lbs.
25c
Diana Moreland in ‘Wandering Hus
done for his constituents which has Maine Maid Mmce Meat, large can 25c
tides.
i
hOTne
When
Oliver
submits
to
an
DO YOUR chimneys need cleaning?
Is
bands.’” today’s photoplay. Her hus Marion Weidman, and was one of the
‘‘Best time I’ve had since I was a \ examination and proves his inno- never been given the publicity it de Table Sauce, 3 bottles ................... 26c Zwieback, 3 pkgs.............................. 26c your furnace draft working badly? If so
Mayonnaise, 35c size ................«.... 15c Cookies, 5c pkgs.; 2 for ................ 5c don’t lose any time Call BLLLY BURKE,
band has been philandering, but for largest attended and most enjoyable lt1d !” exclaimed one woman, and she! cence to the Justice, Lionel, his served.
18*it Mayonnaise, 25c size ...................... 10c , Sunshine Philcpena, 6 pkgs........... 15c the Human Fly. Tel. 997-W
the sake of their child and because events the Club has ever held. A probably expressed the sentiment of brother, fearing that he might be
Apple Jelly, 15c glass ................. 10c Sugar Wafargi 4 pkga...................... 25e
he promised to reform, she forgave fine program was given under the many others.
GUM-A-LAO paint and varnish, dries in
i
a
«
’
use
<
’
°f
‘
be
murder,
has
Oliver
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES Shawberry Preserves, 35c size .... 25c Al, kindl National Cookies, lb....... 10c one hour after applying, For floors, standhim. In spite of his assertions to direction of Mrs. Harriet Patterson.
It was Mrs. John Flanagan's kidnapped and taken aboard a ship
musical
numbers
included
Jiffy Jell, pkg.
5c Ginger Snaps, 3 lbs. ......................... 25c trims, autos or furniture. FRANK L l’ULi
the contrary, she knpws that he The
maiden attempt with skis, hut she ! “bout to sail for Algiers, thus' mak18-26
STATE OF MAINE
Tryplicsa, pkg..................
... 4c Oranges, 40c size; doz.................. 20c LEX. 29 McLoud S . Tel 1939-M.
isn’t keeping his promise. She is piano solos pleasingly rendered by went
the entire distance
and ‘nS “ seem positive that Oliver had
in Senate, January 21. J925
MAMMOTH HYACINTHS in bud.
Also
. 10c Grape Fruit, 10c size; each ........... 5c
not a spying suspicious woman, but Miss Clara Walker and Mrs. Ralph wouldn’t have, missed it for a farm, j
Ordered, the House »•’ furring, that the Dried Apricots, lb...........
‘™m punishment for his guilt.
prepared soil for house plants and seedlings.
Hayden of
Camden.
This
Unit for the reception of hills for private Dried Peaches, lb...........
because she believes that Rosemary’s H.
Grape
Fruit,
5c
size;
2
for
...........
5c
C. M. THOMAS, Maverick Sq. Tel. 223-M.
And of course there is an insistAt st<a the pirate ship on which ami special legislation lie Pnii’ed to
Now Walnuts, lb............
love for her father should not be de was Mrs. Hayden’s first appearance ent demand for an encore.
18-20
"c Universal Vanilla, 4 oz. bottle...... 20c
| o,iver is heI<J prisoner is attacked
'MONDAY. February 16, 1925, at four
DunhanK Cocoanut, pkg.................... 10c Hatchet Brand Vanilla, 2 oz. bot
stroyed she engages a detective to before a Rockport audience, and
______________
i by a Spanish marauder and Oliver o’clock I’. M.
LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU on Dia
And that ail such petitions ;nd bills pre The Very Best Tea, regular price
watch her husband and see that he her solos were much enjoyed. Miss
tle* .................................................. 25c mond Tires and Tubes, Weed Chains ami
becomes a galley slave for several sented
after that date be referred to ’he next
$1X0 lb.; 2 lbs. for ....................... 90c Sulpho Napthol, 35c size ............... 25c Spark Plugs; also five usea cars from $83
PRESIDENT GURDY
is worthy of bis child’s love- His Gladys Jones of Rockland who is a
. years When a Moorish gallease at- Legislature; that the Secretary of the Sen
o $309
JOSEPH E CLOUGH. 174
30c up
reports are not very gratifying to favorite among the music loving
-----: tacks the Spaniard Oliver frees him- ate cause copies of this order to pybiiso ’il Silver Horn Tea, 38e lb.; now .... 25c Elixir, 40c size .............
Pleasant St., Rockland
Salesman for Knox
Diana, but—see the picture for the people of Itockport sang several Rockland Man Now At Head self from Ills chains, helps the in ail daily and weekly paonrs of the Sta’e La Touraine Coffee, 59c lb; now 45c Rice, 3 lbs............. .......................... 25c Moler Sales. C.________________________ 14-tf
until and including Saturday, February 14. Monarch Coffee. 3 lb. pkg............ $1.15 Water Glass to preeerve your eggs
solos in her usual pleasing manner,
balance of the story.
%
HARD WOOfc—Now is tlie time to order
,
,
fie, Moors
conquer the ship and Is 19f5.
Good
Film fans will find a delightful accompanied by Mrs. Hayden, and
large can ......................................... 15c your hard wood; $19 coni delivered.
of Maine League Ot L. OC made commander by the basha. In Seoate Chamber. January 21, 1925 Bulk Cocsa, 5 lbs.............................. 25c
full measure.
L. B. SMITH, South Thom
Read and passed.
Sent down for concur Wan-eta Cocoa, 1 lb. pkg.............. 12c Matches, per box ............................... 2c
surprise awaiting them in “Flapper added much to the program. Rqv.
Later, hearing that Rosamund Is rence.
aston.
•.
Tel.
.398M
13
18
BOYDOX
V
BROWN.
Secretary
. Associations.
t about t0 marry LioneI Oliver goes House of Representatives. January 22, 1925. Puffed Rice, pkg................................ 12c Round Pkg. Toilet Paper, 10 pkgs. 25c
Wives,” the Wednesday and Thurs Ralph IL Hayden, Rector of tl^e
Fruit Nut Cereal, pkg. ................. 12c Square Pkg. Toilet Paper, 4 pkgs. 25c
RADIO
BATTERIES
—
FOR
$1.25
we
will
day attraction. Miss Allison is seen Episcopal cnurcW, Camden was in
Read
and
passed
In
concurrence.
to England and. aided by his corCLYDE R CHAPMAN, Clerk.
Kellogg's Bran, 3 pkgs. for ......... 25c Warren Alewives, 25 for ............... 25c pick up your battery, leave a loan and de
as Claudia Bigelow, dashing young troduced by Mrs. Patterson, and de
Harry O. Gurdy of thus city, who: sail.s,
Lionel and Rosamund A true copy,—
yours back to you fully charged.
Attest:
Kellogg's Krumbles, 3 pkgs.......... 25c Large Bloaters, 8 for .....
..... 25c liver
society leader, who is brought face lightfully entertained tLie company who has been elected president of (rom ,j,e a].ar an(j returns to Algiers
HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC. Rockland.
Tel.
KOYDBN V. BROWN.
Kellogg's All-Bran, 25c size, now 15c Fish Bitts, 4 lbs.
,...........
25c 721-M
Exlde Service Station.
12-tf
14-20
Secretary.
•to face with the realities of life only with his lecture on “Our Canadian the Maine League of Loan and • wkh them bent on making L|onei
Shredded Wheat, 3 pkgs................. 25c Stable Brooms, each75c
after a tragedy has shaken "her soul Neighbors” and read several Can Building Associations has been at- suffer for hifl lntpIgue and <^1,,,,.
$2000 IS OFFERED for a U. S printed
CON DENALI) ST A T I’M E N T
Quaker Milk Macaroni, 1 lb. pkg. 13c $1.25 House Brooms, each
65c item. Booklet free listing this and old ma
to its very depths. At the opening adian poems which were much en
filiated with that organization since ing Rosamund of his own innocence,
COMMONWEALTH CASUALTY CO.
Royal Baking Powder, 6 oz. can .... 18c 75c Brooms for ................................ 35c terial wanted broadsides, pamphlets, stainpa,
Philadelphia. Pa.
of the story she is reckless and dar joyed. Mr. Hayden has a pleasing it was established 27 years ago. and ,n AJglers, however, the Pair haired
etc
G. A JACKSON. 105-6 Pem
Royal Baking Powder, 12 oz. can 35c Dust Bane, per can .......
15e prints,
ASSETS. Dec. 31, 1924
ing and masks her real feelings by a personality and is an entertainer of has been a director of the Rockland | Kosamund attracts the attentlon of
berton Bldg., Boston.
10*24
Loans
34.900 00 Royal Baking Powder, 5 lb
(b. can $2.50 Lantern Globes, 3 for . ..................... 25c
He was the basha and some highly interest Mortgage
display of lighthearted abandonment rare ability. Refreshments of sand-, Association since 1888.
Stocks and Bonds .............. .... 704.656 31 Davis Baking Powder, 12 oz. can,
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge,
elected
to
the
office
of
secretary,
Wedded to a man several years her withes. cake and coffee were served
Agate Kettles, 6 qt.......................... 25c covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOL
52.189 83
ing encounters between ttft forces Cash in Office and Bank . .. ....
2 for .................................................. 35c Aluminum 10 qt. Dish Ran ........... 65c MAN MORSE, 359 Main St. Tel. 868-M
senior, who is extremely conventional and were in charge o£ the picnic which he now holds, in 1896. The of Oliver und the basha are said to Agents’ Balances .................. .... 230.984 35
Interest and Rents .............. . ...
9.991 60 Davis Baking Pcwder, 6 oz. can .... 10c Aluminum 2 qt. Double Boiler....... 65c
1-tf
local
Association
has
914
share

and narrow-minded, and who is very committee
including
Miss
Ella
develop.—rd",
AU other. Assets .................. ....
21,985 15 Three Crow Cream Tartar, 3 l/i lb.
TRUCKING. MOVING ANO
EBRAND8
little of a companion, she finds di Mackey. Mrs. Katherine Dunbar and holders and resources are listed
Aluminum 10 qt. Milk Pail ........... 65c
pkgs.................................................... 25c Aluminum Tea Kettles ................... 98c done promptly. Go anywhere. C. 0 HARGross Assets ...................... ...,$1,048,007 24
version in frivolous entertainment, Mrs. Maude Walker. The entertain at $550,000.
CONDENSED STATEMENT
AOEN
Tel. 156-M or 629-J.
1-lf
12.540 70 Three Crow Spices, all kinds, '/i lb.
Mr. Gurdy was born in Duxbury, FIDELITY & DEPOSIT CO. OF MARYLAND Deduct items not admitted ....
Copper Nickle Plated Tea Ketflirtation^ and thrills. But as the ment committee consists of Mrs
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
pkg.
3
for
.....................
25c
t'»» .......................................
98c the Rockland Hair Store. 3?6 Main St Mall
plot unwinds .and the various in Harriet F. Patterson, Mrs. Athelia Mass., Jan, 1, I860, and came to this
Admitted Assets ................ ... .$1.635,466 54
Baltinwra, Maryland
Cooking Soda, 1 lb. pkg................... 4c Odd sizes Galvanized Tubs and
LIABILITIES Dec 31. 1924
orders aoUelted.
HELEN C. RHODES
fluences which go to make up the Trulan and'Mrs. Ada Libby. In the city with his father, at’ the age of
ASSETS, DEC, 31, 1924
Net Unpaid Losses .............. . ...$ 173.651 22 Mustard, 3 oz. cans, 3 for.........
____
_____
1-tf
25c
9. In 1882 the lime manufacturing Real Estate ...........
drama of the st-ory are brought to absence of Mrs Trulan. Mrs. Patter
P«N« «» ............................. Half Price
. $2,340,(106 90 Unearned Premiums ................ 429,189 61 ’/a lb. can Mustard ......................
SNOWMAN.
TEL.
672 R does all kludTof
25c
Cabbage,
lb
...........................................
2c
bear upon her, the carelessness, the son and Mrs. Libby Had charge of concern of H. O'. Gurdy & Go. was Mortgage Loans ..
..........
61.713 16
... 36.218 86 All other Liabilities
ll*tf
15c Nut Butter, 5 lbs. .......................... $1.00 Trucking and Moving
hardness, selfishness and reckless the program.
organized, with Mr. Gurdy as senior Stocks ami Bonds
- 11.367.854 47 Cash Capital ............................. . . . 300.000 00 Cloves. Vi lb. pkg..... . ..................
A. rising vote
70,909 25 Good Luck Jar Rubbers, pkg. .... 5c
in Office and Bank ... • - 2,127.412 69 Surplus over all Liabilities . .. .
The prices we give you above is
ness give way to understanding, sin thanks was extended Miss Weid member. Re retired from that busi Cush
Agents' Balances .
-. 2.293,039 45
Faro Wax, 1 lb. pkg....................
cerity and strength of character.
certa,n|y th* lowMt you will have in
Interest and Rents
4,942 72 Total Liabilities and Surplus . .$ 1,035,46(^ 54
To Let
man far her generous hospitality in ness in 1896 to take up Loan and AU
15 T 21 ___________
Leather Palm Mittens, 50<; value 25c your lifetime. We cannot replace it
other Assets ..
One of the season’s big comedy
Building Association work in which
- - 432,932 17
opening her home for this most en
Cotton
Mittens
................................
15c
for
double
the
price.
TO LET—3 or 7 room tenement with elec
hits is billed for Wednesday and
he has continued ever since—an of
Gross Assets ..
joyable occasion.
.$18,434,420 36
Eggs and Chicks
tric lights and toilet at 13 Rockland St.
D
Blue Wrist Gloves. 25c size; 2 for 35c
Get it while the goods last.
Thursday under the title of “A Fat
ficial whose executive ability and Deduct itcllK nut admitted ...
302,658 48
SHAFTER.__ ___ ___
12-tf
Rev. L. G. March, of Dover-Fox»
Gloves,
2Cc
size;
2
pairs
...........
During this sale, orders sent by mail
keen foresight are greatly apprec-.
Chance.”
When you know that
croft, District Superintendent, will
TO LET—Small tenement on Union street?
Bon-Ami Powder ...................... ..... 10c
Admitted Assets ............. ■ ■ $18,131,761 88
iated by the Association.
Walter Hiers is the star, you know
Inquire of MRS. C. F. SIMMONS, 21 Middle
MABILITU2S, DE(
be at the Methodist church Tuesday
1921
Chlorinated Lime, 3 cans .......
25c
Mr. Gurdy is also treasurer of! Net unpaid loaseti ............... ■ 31.
that a whole carload of fun is in
St.
6-tf
• • .$3,619,860 05
evening to hold the Fourth Quarter Knox Hospital; has served the UniDra’no, can . ................................. ..... 15c
Unearned I’renuinw ............. ........ 6,039,577 54
store.—ad v.
TO LET—Two tenements on Otis street;
ly Conference*
Babbitt's
Lye
...................
All
other
liabilities
..........
......
10c
........ 1,467.679 74
versalist church as trustee and
each has 6 ro<»ms and bath.
Apply to F. P.
Ca.sh (‘apitul ....................
. . . '..tMio.ooO 00
Sawyer’s Crystal Blue ............. ..... 10c
KNIGHT. Windsor House.
Tel 614-W. 5-lf
clerk; was secretary and treasurer Surplus over all labilities . .....
Our people have observed its op
1,944,644 5
Lace
Indigo
Blue,^
sticks
for
..... 5c
of the Board of Trade for a number
PARK THEATRE
eration first hand for nearly h.tif a
TO LET—^Tenement at 194 North Main St ,
23 Mule Team Borax ................. ..... 10c
all modern conveniences.
P. L. HAVENER.
of years, and prior to his election as Tot.ll Liabilities and Surplus .$18,131,761 88
century and today 1 believe it is en
D.
H.
GLIDDEN.
Agent
Tel.
792-R.
Ufi-lf
Gold
Dust,
small
pkg.,
7
for
...
..... 25c
The final showings of the Para president, was a member of the
tirely conservative to say that fully
18-T-24
Vinalii.ncn. Maine
Borax
Soap.
American
Family,
Sun95 per cent of tlv m look up t the mount’s picture, "Tomorrow’s Love,” executive committee of the Maine
T
.
ny Monday Soap .................. ...... 5c
prohibitory law as one of the great arc being made today. Agnes Ayres League of Loan and Building Associ candidate for mayor in one campaign.
Used Cars
BABY CHIX—Wyllle’s S. C Reds raised
He is married and has two daugh on free range, trap nested and bred for tyi»c j Cannibal Soan Paste, 3 cans ......... 25c
est blessings eve; bestowed upon the is the star In the production which ations.
1921 AMERICAN SIX, Just overhauled and
Mr. Gurdy Is « Democrat, has ters. Mrs. Wilson B. Keene of Wash und color State accredited for white diarr 2 in 1 Shc-e Blacking, can .... ....... 5c
state by legist ive enactment.— was from the story, "Interlocutory,”
In first class condition—tires practically new
X-Ray Stove Blacking, 6 cans ..... 25c
Arthur Capper, tailed States Sena- which ran in the Saturday Evening spi*ved in Hie hoard of aldermen and ington, I). C and Mrs. W. C. Bird of hoea. Price 22 cents each, podpaid. Sale
A bargain if sold at once. BERT ANGEL,
Vulcano Blacking, small size ....... 6c Phone 105. Raaidance Phone 946-M. —
school board, and was his party’s Rockland.
I’oat.—ailv.
Gray Gull Restaurant, Llaieruek St, Rock-

RUMORS
On the Street

That the New Chevrelets had arrived and were on dis

play at our sflles rooms are correct and we ask the public
to call and inspect these much talked about New Models.
Many decided improvements are featured in this NEW
CHEVROLET, such as single dry disc clutch, semi-floating rear axle, semi-elliptic springs and Duco Paint Finish,
with Balloon Tires and one-piece Wind Shield, as stand
ard equipment on all closed models.

SEA VIEW GARAGE

BIG COSTUME CARNIVAL

FEBRUARY 12
CAMDEN OPERA

HOUSE

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 23-28 Inclusive

AUTO SHOW

Portland Automobile Dealers’ Association

STOP LOOK LISTEN

w

(If ASH AND

wA

^MARKET

•Hb

-_____ ...

..............

land.

Every-Other-Day

In addition to personal notes recording de
parture and arrivals, this departure esp«elalli deelrea information of social hap
pening- parties, ittusicals. etc. Notes sent
by mail or telephone will bo gladly received.
TELE^tO.ME ........................................ 770

Mr?- Bwib' Stevens, Mrs. A. H.
Jones and Miss Ethel Payson will be
hostesses at the 9. & P. W. Club
auction party Friday night.

Mrs. Nettie Conroy returned to her
Lisle street home yesterday noon
after a two months’ visit with rela
tives In Vermont and Massachusetts.

Kalloch Class of the First Baptist
church will meet Wednesday after
noon with Mrs. W. A. Carroll. Glencove, to do White, Cross work.
Howard K. Perry of Jersey City.
N. J., is in the city, called by the
death of his brother Newton 11. Per
ry, whose funeral took place Sun
day.
Z

The Vniversalist Mission Circle
will meet with Mrs. Emma Crockett
Wednesday at 8 o'clock, program
leader Mrs. Nettie Stewart. The
watchword is "Tares.".
The Park street home of Mr., and
Mrs. Fred S March was the sVene
of great revelry Saturday afternoon
on, the occasion of a birthday anni
versary by their daughter Jean.
•Fourteen guests enjoyed a jolly
peanut hunt won by Gertrude Blackington. Other games preceded the
refreshment hour. The guests inclu
ded Nathalie Jones. Madeline Ilurd,
Rose Whitmore, Ruth Leach. Helen
Hall, Helen Davis Bertha Knight,
Merle Winslow. Gertrude Blackington. Raychel' Browne, Marlon Carr,
Dorothy Ttjomas and their teacher,
Miss Ruth Staples.

Philip A. LaFrance, Bowdoin '27,
passed the weekend with his aunt,
Mrs. William P. Whlsh, Summer
street.
Miss Hazel Williams, stenographer
for the W. H. Glover Co., is spend
ing a fortnight's vacation in Port
land.
Mrs. Mida Packard will entertain
the E. F. A. Club Wednesday at a
picnic dinner at her home, 16 Pleas
ant street.

In St Bernard’s Church Sunday
morning the hanns of Miss Emma
Moulaison and Wiliam Sweeney were
read. Miss Moulaison is clerk at
Carini’s fruit store, and Mr. Sweeney
is a well known painter.

The annual election of officers for
St. Peter’s Guild was held at the rec
tory last Thursday, the following be
ing chosen: President, Mrs. J. B.
Pitcher; first vice president, Mrs
Frank Alden; second vice president
Mrs. Charles Hall; secretary and
treasurer. Mrs. Mary Dinsmore. The
year’s work was planned. A parish
supper for ail parishioners will be
held Just before Lent.
.There will be f. circlo supper at
the Congregational church Wednes
day at 6.30 with Mrs. Frank Bever
age as chairthan and the following
ladies assisting: Miss Howard, Mrs
Celeete Wood, Mrs. It . J. Wasgatt
Mrs. A. L. time, Mrs. Walter E
Prescott, Miss Annie Frye, Mrs. Rob
ert Snow, Mrs. Milton Griffin, Mrs
D. O. Smiley, Mrs. Joint 1. Snow■The’regular meeting of the Methebesec Club was held with Mrs. Sit
ella Sheldon Friday afternoon. A
large number were present and a
splendid meeting was enjoyed. The
leaders were Mrs. Laura Maxey and
Miss Caroline Stanley. Mrs. Maxey
gave a paper on “An Immigration
In France" and Miss Stanley’s paper
was on "Present Day Conditions in
Russia" Both were very interesting,
and ably prepared papers.
Mrs
Clara Thurston. Mrs. Alice Karl.
Mrs. Harriett Knowles. Mrs. Maude
Blodgett and Mrs. Minnie Rogers
were elected to membership in the
clnb- Mrs. Sheidori served delicious
refreshments at the close of the pro
gram.
Several Aeolian selections
were played and a very pleasant so
cial hour was enjoyed. The next
meeting will he held at the Copper
Kettle Feb. 20.

It was a fine concert which at the
Country Club Sunday afternoon pre
sented the "following program. A
piano duet, "Prelude in C Sharp
Stlrior," was beautifully played by
iifrs. O’Hara anti Mrs. Huke. Mrs.
SBUngwood recited the poem "The
liouse By the Side of The Road," by
Sain Walter Foss, and interestingly
told, as his incentive for writing it
tbe story of the old collide who lived
in an ancient house and offered to
the passer-by, on a bench by the
roadside, their only bounties, watei
hnd fruit,' as their gift to their lellirwmen.
Mrs.
EUingwood also
charmingly read “God’s World,” by
Edna St. V. Millay, and “Trees” by
Joyce Kilmer. The talented Miss
Adelaide Cross entertained with her
violin rendering “Berceuse.” by God
ard, and Cradle Song.” by Hauser,
with the same musicianly grace
which she has previously shoWn In
her singing and dancing. Miss Mary
Wasgatt played the difficult "Waltz
Chromatic." by Godard and “North
ern Festival." by' Torjussen, with a
delicacy of touch, and poise to rank
her high among the poling pianists of
the city. Another of the younger
musicians. Miss Beulah Rokes, pre
Rented the songs, "The Little Brown
Owl.” by Sanderson, and “I Dunno,
by J ,B. Wells, in a naive manner
quite bewitching, displaying a so
prano voice of marked sweetness
Miss Gertrude Saville again proved
herself a finished pianist in the bril
liant rendering of “Theme, Varin
thins," by Chopin, and ‘‘Waltz’’ by
Br.-thms. Mrs. Mae Cushing’s voice
beautiful at all times, thrilled the
lsteners with its exquisite quality
and fineness of appeal. Her songs
were. “Sing, Sing, Bird on tlie Wing."
by Nutting; "Who Knows," by Er
nest Ball, a’ '“Marcheta,” by Schertzinger. Perhaps the climax^of the
afternoon was reached in the vocal
duet, "Oh, That We Two Were May
ing,” by Nevin, sung by Mrs. Cush
ing and Charles A. Rose, the two
glorious voices matched In calibre
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show so attractive that the public
PARK THEATRE
would be amply repaid for its money
invested in season tickets.
"Women Who Give.” adapted from
The program is undoubtedly the that widely read novel “Cape Cod
finest, the most ambitous and at the Folks," opened yesterday. With the
same tme the most economical to rugged New England coast as a
stage of any in the long Fair history. background Reginald Barker hug
Why? Because the cream of local produced a motion picture that fairly
412 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
talent was ready und willing to tingles with romance, drama and
serve. The greatest surprise, and thrills. Sarah P. McLean Greene's
399 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
one bound to make a tremendous hit story of seafaring men and the wo
with the public concerns the flashes men who await the return of their
(food and other gifts given at the loved ones with the fishing fleets, is
door) and food samples. Fred C. a classic and it is even more absorb
Black and Walter C. Eadd took over ing and interesting on the screen
Will continue the balance of the week with new articles added every day. Be
the heretofore disagreeable and dis than it was as a play and book.
Is the best day of all the year to “SAY IT WITH
couraging job of soliciting samples
low we mention some specials not advertised in last Thursday’s paper:
The attraction for Wednesday and
and have found the merchants re Thursday is "White Man” featuring
FLOWERS,” Every woman in the world will be'
sponding in a most startling way to Alice Joyce, Kenneth Harlan arid
SILK AND WOOL HOSE—Full fashioned, in
KHAKI and GRAY HALF WOOL FLANNEL,
36 inches wide, 75c value. Pre-Inventory Sale
colors, $2.00 value. Pre-Inventory Sale Price,
their pleas. The flashes this year Walter Long. The management has
hoping on that day that "Someone” will remember.
will be utterly without precedent as secured what we believe to lie one
Price, per yard ........... .....................................
pcr pair............................................................
to quality and quantity.
Table of the most untfsual flints shown in
Mother, Wife, Daughter, Sweetheart, Friend, Shut-in,
lamps, coal, full bags of flour, cases this city in many a day. Its title
CHILDREN’S KNIT UNDERWEAR—One lot
OUTINGS—36 inches wide, stripes and checks,
Invalid—there is no.end to the wholesome joy you can
of soda, hundreds of standard (not will recall to your mind that it is an
Children's Vests and Pants, formerly 75e goods.
light and dark, 33c value. Pre-Inventory Sale
sample) merchandise packages are adaptation-of George Agnew Cham
To close, each ........ ......----------------------------give to these on Valentine’s Day with a few’Flowincluded.
berlain’s popular novel. The story
Every concession was taken up
gets away to an interesting start
hiost the day of bidding and there when an aristocratic English girl
CORSETS!—Don’t forget our exceptional value in Regal Corsets, during this
has been a lively scramble for those flees In an aeroplane with an aviator
POTTED DAFFODILS, HYACINTHS, PLANTS, CUT FLOW
Sale
available since through re-alignment. she has never seen, rather than to
All concessions have been consid marry a man she dos not love. This
ERS AND FLORAL VALENTINE NOVELTIES
C
ered with an eye to public approval perilous journey terminates in the
-> i
and benefit, and the result will be of jungles of Africa where adventures
—AT—
vital interest to ticket bearers. One follow etch other in quick sticces
point not to be overlooked is the fact sion.—adv.
that the number-bearing envelopes
are distributed in order as the pat
rons enter, and those holding season
tickets have a marked advantage ov
er those who must purchase an ad
ROCKLAND, ME.
mission, and the flashes will be tlie
399 MAIN STREET
talk of the town after the first day
or two.
On the ticket sale, the management
18-20...
feels, depends the real success of the
week. The program is arranged and
is truly excellent. The gifts, samples
flashes are in an abundance and
HIGH PRESSURE NOW and
quantity unparalleled and the con
cessions are exceptionally attractive.
! Community Fair Organiza But it-i.s on the ticket sale that the
financial certainty must be founded.
tion
Machine Driving Consequently the teams tomorrow
EVERYTHING in FOOTW^jR
and future days will ask the public
Down Home Stretch.
to give its fullest support and to buy
*
The machinery of Community season tickets to insure the success
of the Fair. It will be a real enter
Fair swung into high gear today tainment value besides a civic duty
when the ^canvassing squads went well done and a personally received
» * ♦ •
Women’s first quality Rubbers
into action. There are 14 teams, return in the shape of new equip
each operating in an allotted terri ment for the school.
The teams are divided into two
Special 69c
tory in accordance with the general major groups—the ward teams un
plan and each aiming to do all in its der the general captaincy of Miss
power toward the big objective, a Elizabeth Knight and seven men’s
Men’s Self Acting Rubbers
highly successively outcome of Com teams which will cover the busi
munity Fair financially. Every dol ness district.
Special 98c
lar of the proceeds will t.e devoted to
Ward 1—Amber Elwell. Ruth Meal
Misses' and Children's Heavy
the welfare of Rockland's boys anil ey, Thelma Morey, Margaret Egan
girlstin the equipping of the new and Olive Edwards
White Sole Rubbers The best
High School and the putting of the
wearing rubbers on the market.
Ward 2—'Helen Fi field, Kathleen
final touches on the Broadway ath Haskell, Pauline Beal,
Henrietta
6 to TO1/^
letic field.
Libby and Ethel Smalley.
The ground has been prepared for
Ward 3—Virginia Sargent, May75c
the ticket sale by months of prepar belle Fales, Edith York, Alma Nutt
NEW SPRING GOODS WILL BE INCLUDED IN THIS SALE. EVERYBODY FOR MILES AROUND KNOWS
ation. A list of the alumni and for and Helena Huntley.
11 to T~
mer students of the High School has
Ward 4—Mary Pratt, Mary Hol
been obtained, made as accurate and brook, Ruth Koster, Florence LeGage, ABOUT THE BARGAINS WE GIVE WHEN WE HAVE THESE SALES. GOODS PURCHASED AT THESE
90c
as complete as circumstances would and Helen Coltart.
permit, and a . general sales letter
Ward 5—Mary Wincapaw, Ruth E.
SALES MEAN SAVINGS THAT CANNOT POSSIBLY BE DUPLICATED.
ODD LOTS on Women’s Pumps
containing two tickets sent out to Sylvester, Ruth M. Sylvester, Ruth
and Oxfords marked down to
each.
The Fair committees 'have Crouse and Winifred Doherty.
worked unceasingly to make the big
close out—
Ward 6—Anna Richardson, Grace
Curtis, Helen Robinson and Alma
Ladies’ Butterfly Silk Hose
Woolen Dress Skirts....................................... 1-00
$1.98, $2.98, $3.95
Giant Alarm Clocks, con
Gott.
fashioned leg, all colors,
Ward 7—Esther Fernald and Alice cealed alarm patent shut
Infants’ Knit Sweaters..................................... 1.00
Special Values in Good Clean
Hutchinson.
black, brown, white, log
Infants’ Petticoats, 3 for............................... 1.00
The men’s teams of two each in off, seamess case, flush
Merchandise
cabin, pigeon, filbert and
Infants' Gowns, 2 for.....................................
1.00
clude F. S. Rhodes and E. R. Veazie; nickel
plated
backs,
coating,
2 pairs...........
F. A. Lawrence and W. H. Rhodes:
Ladies’ Outing Petticoats, 2 for.................. 1.00
RUBBER BOOTS'
made, fully
R. C. Duff and H- P. Blodgett: O American
For All the Family
30c value 36 inch wide Outing, 4 yards .... 1.00
E. Davies and P. A. Jones; F. T. guaranteed................
Veazie and F. A. Tirrell: J. A
Aluminum Ware—
Children’s Outing Robes, 2 for.................... 1.00
IMackman and W. I. Ayer; E. W.
Percolators, Trays,
Ladies'
Fleece
Lined
Vests
and
Pants,
2
for
1.00
MacDonald and J. M. Richardson.

IMONTON

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

DEPARTMENT STORE

SILSBY’S

APre = Inventory SaleA

VALENTINE’S DAY

.59

H.39

Price................................ ..... .27

.39

F. J. SIMONTON CO-

THE LITTtE FLOWER SHOP
SILSBY’S

E. B. Hastings <S Co.

Dollar

Boston Shoe Store

RUBBERS!1!

Thursi

FEB.

Friday and Saturday

FEB. 13

EEB. 14

STRAND

Boston Shoe Store

278 MAIN ST.

TODAY

ROCKLANDf|

and 1,lending in perfect harmony of
tone. Miss Katherine Buffunvserved
as a very efficient and musicianly ac
companist.
Mrs. A. J. Bird was
chairman of the occasion. After the
concert supper was served to the artsts and several of the club mem
bers, followed by an hour of informal
music and sociability.

MARGARET
LIVINGSTON
-In—

“WANDERING
HUSBANDS”
An amazing story of a neglected

wife and a philandering husband.

EMPIRE

U

BIG SPECIAL CAST

—Also-

“Ten Scars Make a Man”
Wednesday-Thursday
u

WHITE MAN
Featuring

ALICE JOYCE

FLAPPER
WIVES" -

4 lbs. Gingham and Per
cale Pieces for Patchwork ........... *..................

5 yards.............................
Leatherette Suit Cases,

Does marriage kill love? Are
wives of today harder, more care
less and selfish and sensationseeking than those of other days?
Do the wedding bells ring out all
gayety and fun for the wife? Is
she justified in seeking them out
side her home? is the flapper wife
the fault of her husband's neglect?
• * * •
—Also—

good lock and leather
handles.............................

Colored

NEWS

One of the season’s biggest com
edy hits. You'll lift as you never
laffed before.

Kinograms and Komedy

FRI.-S'AT.: “DURING CHANCES”

jtPARKJt
THREE SHOWS—2:00. 6:45, 8:30

................................-..............

LAST TIME TOPAY

AGNES
AYRES
‘
'-IX

“TOMORROW’S

and

Ladies’

fine

quality

Sleeveless Vests, 39c val.,

“A FAT CHANCE”

-

Blouses

White Dimity Waists ...

—In—

A breathless story of primitive
impulse far from civilization’s
laws.

i

Dresses.............................

27 and 32 inch Gingham,

WALTER HIERS

KENNETH HARLAN
WALTER LONG

LOVE”

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
COMEDY

If you will hear Harry Collins
Spillman on Feb. 18 at the First
Baptist church you will learn how
to overcome your handicaps. Mr.
Spillman overcame his handicap of
heng born poor in a little Kentucky
foothill village by winning his way,

—In—

“WOMEN
WHO GIVE”

■

ton
Spillman, Personality Expert,
Will Point Out the Road
5 yards Plaided Outing
Feb. 18.
!'
Flannel for Children’s

MAY ALLISON

Last Time Today

■

SUCCESS IS YOURS

WEDNESDY-THURSDY

THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNEP

COMEDY

5 Yi yards Lockwood Cot- Cl

NEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY—“THE SEA HAWK"

Harry Collins Spillman, Personality
ExMrt.

by means of his wonderful personal
ity until now he receives $10,000.01'
per year from a $20,000,000 corpora
tion for working one day a week
where he is personality expert, diag
nosing the problems of those who are
inefficient and making them a suc
cess in their departments. He has
shown the way to success to thou
sands.
If all the young tnen and women in
America could hear Mr. Spillman the
future epoch of this nation’s history
would be not only safe but the most
successful era in it’s life. Highly in
spirational, abounding with facts
and surcharged with wit and humor
his lecture “Twice Born Men” or
"The Overcoming of Handicaps" is
truly one of the greatest lectures ev
er delivered by any man—adv.

4 for ...............................

Children’s Fleeced Lined
Union Suits....................

Baby Carriage Blankets,
30x40, pink and blue .. .

Heavy Quality Outing,
assorted stripes, 6 yards ...

Vniversalist cooked food sale at
W. O. Hewett's Friday afternoon, Feb.
13. at 2 o'clock.—adv.
18-19

Ladies’ Woolen Scarfs ................................. 1.00
36 in. wide Challie for Quilt Linings, 6 yards 1.00
Rubber Capes for girls, sizes 8 to 14 years,
worth $2,00; for.......................................
1.00
Patent Leather Boston Bags........................ 1.00
Feather Pillows, 2s for................................... 1.00
3 yards Figured Outing, 1 yard wide......... 1.00
Ladies’ Colored and White Princess Slips. . 1.00
Ladies’ Outing Flannel Bloomers, 2 pairs. . 1.00
6 yards 39 in. Unbleached Cotton............... 1.00
Fleeced Union Suits, each.................. t......... 1.00
Children’s Winter Weight Pants and Vests
2 pieces t.................... ............................... 1.00
20 inch Cotton Diaper................................... 1.00
Ladies’ Flannelette NightRobes................... 1.00
Boston Bags................................................... 1.00
Gray Blankets, 64x76 ............. 1.................... 1.00
Ladies’ Silk and Wool UnionSuits................ 1.00
Turkish Towels, 8 for ................................. 1.00
Lunch Boxes..................................... .............. 1.00
1 % yards Turkey Red Damask................... 1.00
All Linen Crash, 5 yards................................. 1.00
White Enameled Flour Bins........................ 1.00
Ladies’ Burson Hose, cordovan and while, 4
pairs............................................................. 1.00
Children’s $L25 Rompers............................... 1.00
Oilcloth Luncheon Sets, 2 for............. ..
1.00
White and Colored Plisse, 39c value, 3 £ds. . . .1.00
3 yards Oilcloth......................................'......... 1.00
Ladies’ and Gents’ Umbrellas........................ 1.00
3 yards 36 inch Cretonne............................
1.00
Bates Gingham, 32 in., 4 yards.................... 1.00
Corsets, several styles, all sizes...................... 1.00
Embroidered Pillow Cases, 2 for...................
1.00
Sheets, 72x90 ................................................ 1.00
Ladies’ Colored Lingette Bloomers ........... 1.00
Pillow Slips, 42x36, 4 for................................. 1.00
Ladies’ Vests (band and bodice top), 4 for 1.00
6 yards Bleached Cotton................................. 1.00
6 yards Percale........................................ T... 1.00
Corduroy, all colors, 1 yard............................ 1.00
Mercerized Table Damask, 54 in., 2 yds......... 1.00
White Petticoats, regular and outsize........... 1.00
Sateen Petticoats, black and colored ruffles 1.00
White Enamel Cake and Bread Tins............. 1.00
2 Envelope Chemise............. ............... ............ 1.00
6 Mercerized Napkins..................
1.00
5 yards Percale, 25c value............................... 1.00
7 yards Crash.................................................. 1.00
25c White Long Cloth, 36 in., 5 yards .... 1.00

Double Boilers, Roasters,
and Thermos Bottles .. .

Children's 25c Ribbed ■■
Hose, black or brown, 5$B
pairs for..........................

Curtain Marquisette,

white, 5 yarcU.................
Scalloped
stitched

and

Hem

Table

Cloths,

58x58 ...............................

Black Sateen Bungalow
Aprons, $1.25 and $1.39
value................................
White Petticoats, ham-

burg ruffle, 2 for .

Heather

Mixed

plain or ribbed, 2 pairs ....

Dark Grey Camping
Blankets, 4*^ in. colored
border, each....................
Japanese Work Baskets,

12 and 14 inches...........

Women’s 75cUnion Suits
2 for.................................
With bodice top, shell
knee,—band top, shell
knee—lace top, cuff knee

E. B. HASTINGS 6 CO.

John Wanamaker said that trading
on the credit of his Business Insur
ance made him tnone profit' than if
he had put the premiums into the
business. Consult Walker, l’hone

ROCKLAND, MAINE

524-R—adv.
z

Hose,^
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COMMON THINGS

\ TEXAS WASHINGTON

UNCLE’S ADVICE

Often Overlooked, But Highly En
tertaining When Once Looked
Into With Inquiring Mind.

By Atlella K. Veazie

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WH.St WATCHWORD IS SERVICE

t

t

t

Some Tiny Treasures.

I'pon the West Meadow roail. Just
beyond the Jere Tolman farm where
CHEVROLET GARAGE
OILS AND GREASES
the road turns to go down hill lo the
city Farm, there was for many years
Call 837-M
Call 12*'
i clump ol' plants which were very
THURSTON OIL CO.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
wonderful to me as a child and still
more wonderful after 1 grew up and
Wholesale and Retail
Chevrolet Cars, Parts and
examined the blossom under a mag
Service Station. Auto Ac
Oils for All Purposes
nifying glass. These plants sent out
cessories.
,hree branches much after the raunGARGOYLE MOBILOIL
mer of the "buck brake," which we
689 Main St., Rockland
Corner Park and Broad Sts
find in pastures and which children
sometimes call "parasol
brakes."
GARAGE
LAUNDRY WORK
Their leaves are somewhat like lo
cust leaves and a milky juice exudes
Call 170
Call 124
from the stem when broken. AlonR
the branches in the axils of the
People’s Laundry
Dyer’s Garage, Inc. leaves,
if l remember correctly, grew
17 Limerock Street
REPAIRING, STORAGE
Ihe daintiest little blossoms, light
We do all kinds of Laundry
pink with darker spots inside and
ANO SUPPLIES
Work. Family Washing a
when under the glass they greatly
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough j
Agent for
resemble*! a foxglove or a gloxinia.
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
DODGE BROS. CARS
As yet I have not found any one who
Shirts, Collars.
knows of their beauties or who has
cared to examine them closely. 1
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
MONUMENTS
am hoping to find someone who
knows their name, as I cannot flnd
Telephone
Connection
Telephone 205
it in my botany and cannot now pro
cure any blossoms so as to analyze
HORSE SHOES
Gilchrest
them. I have seen them growing in
Regular and Drive Calk
Monumental Works several other places, so they are not
HORSE NAILS
rare, hut the above named place is
Main Street
the only one I remember at present.
Thomaston, Maine
....
H. H. Crie & Co.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
I have always lound children more
456 Main Street. Rockland
observant of the little things in na
ture than grown persons.
Perhaps
this is because as we grow older we
have things of importance to consid
er which crowd out small pleasures
that we formerly enjoyed. However
this may be. I am glad to feel that
in this I am still a child and have
these small pleasures to fall back up
on when th'c bigger interests of life
have failed me. It is a source of un
failing joy to me when the children
All the facilities of a conservative bank, locally
come flocking in with some wonder
managed and locally owned, in exchange for
ful new insect or blossom to be
named and talked about, and 1 flnd
the opportunity to serve you.
that they too have noticed and loved
the tiny woodland blossoms, which I
cannot talk of with my older friends
Capital ......................
.... $100,000.00
because they know nothing about
such things and care even less.
Surplus......................
....
.... 100,000.00
There arc many wtso gather the
Profits........................
vines and bright berries of the part
....
66,915.00
ridge berry each fall and arrange
them in glass globes and jars for
Stockholders Liability
.... 100,000.00
winter cheer and Christmas gifts,
but most of these have never noticed
the beautiful velvety pink blossoms
$366,915.00
of this vine in June or smelled its
spicy fragrance. It grows close to
the stem and is too small for thieit
notice, but the children have found
RESOURCES
it and they have also noticed that the
blossoms always grow in pairs and
$3,700,000.00
the berry lias two scars which show
where the blossoms fell ofT.
Oldfashioned folks used to call the berry
"eye berry" and sometimes "two eyeYou are invited to come in or correspond.
berry" on account of this peculiar
ity.
Another flower that blowns in
pairs is the twin flower. Many perl sons know this flower in a careless
sort of way, but'most of them do not
know that it is very fragrant or that
ROCKLAND, MAINE
&it belongs In Jhe same order with
honeysuckle. I well remember the
first twin flower I ever saw. 1 found
I a bed of them in "Juliann’s" pasAt...
trie Sign -oP
close to the end of what was
®NoPh
National Bank' |! ture,
-w —-*
*
then Will Ingraham's blueberry pas
ture, but which In later years was
called "Lele Blacklngton’s." I was
I about a dozen years old and 1 felt
Our Investment Division has three great
: much as I imagine Columbus did
features.
First it is under government
when the new’land loomed up before
him; I had made a wonderful discov
I* supervision. Second, the only bonds we sell
ery. I sat down flat on the ground
are those bcught for our own investment.
j beside my new treasure and lifting
Third, we investigate and give you the facts
the tiny bells, 1 peered into them
, smelt them, talked to them and at
about any investment you may contemplate
length gathered a few sprays to
making.
gether with, one
the long, grace
ful vines and hastened home to show
It to the family.
Ycu will find the service of this Divi

We Offer

SECURITY TRUST CO.

sion most helpful.

L-mitcd United States Depository
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
FOOT Or LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

The best equipped plant in this section of the

State for the manufacture of Cemetery Memorials
Write, phone or cal, now for Spring Delivery

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Telephone Connection
T-tf

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 10, 1925

EAST UNION, MAINE

My mate* rsl‘grandmother was a
natural botanist, although her edu
cation was extremely limited and I
am quite sure ijhc had never seen a
botany in all her life and would not
have known Ipiw lo use one if she
bad it. but she had a name for al
most every plant I brought her and
she also knew tn, medicinal uses of
roots and herbs. With tills plant
she had no acquaintance, much to
my disappointment and it was some
weeks later when Xettle Blackington
told me the common name of tl.’e
pretty flower. On the Bog Uoad
there are quantiles of it, between
tl e old Dunbar I lace and the road
which connects with the West Mead
ow Hoad near tie old marble works.
There are various other attractions
along this road, though autos cannot
do much speeding here as the road is
narrow and rocky, with many med
holes in spring—but who would wish
to speed when there'are so many
things to Ieok at along the way?
. • . *
I In an accompanying note to the
editor, the writer of this admirable
department says:
“I guess folks
like my stuff, for in addition to the
interest shown by various comunications sent to the paper. I receive
letters almost every day about my

“Don’t be discouraged,
what you need is a ton
ic for your blood and
nerves.

DR. PIERCE’S

GOLDEN MEDICAL
DISCOVERY
will make you look and
feel like a different
man.”
Get it today !
In Fluid or Tablet Form.
Send 10c for Trial Package to Dr.
Pierce’s Invalids* Hotel, Buffalo, N.

The Romance of Hous’.on,
Once An Inland City, Now
a Seaport.
“Like the city that spreads over
the District of Columbia and the
capital of Nebraska. Houston, Texas,
wuvre the second largest equestrian
statue in the world soon is to be set
up, was named for ene of the out
standing leaders a: d heroes of
America,” says a bulletin from the
Washington, l>. C., headquarters of
the National Geographic Sccie'y.
But because Sam Houston, the sub
ject of the huge statue, carried on bis
work on the frontiers rathe’ than
m the relatively crowded East, his
fame has suffered.
“{•Jam Houston might be consider
ed a sort cf average struck between
Daniel Boone, Andrew Jackson, and
George 'Washington—which makes
him more typical of American lead
ers of the past century than most of
his fellows,” continues the bulletin.
“Like Boone he loved the frontier,
was an excellent woodsman, and was
recognized as a leader by the In
dians as well as by his fellow Ameri
cans. Like Jackson he was a rough
and ready, but an admirable soldier.
And like Washington he combined
military skill with a natural ability
to command attention in the council
chamber. Like Washington too, he
played a prominent part in shaping
the destiny of his country. His was
the major role in freeing one-twelfth
ct the present territory of the United
States from Mexico and annexing it
to the I’nion as the State of Texas.
Honored by a Colony, Two States and
a Republic

Y.

“Few men hav^ held so many po
sitions of authority in different jur
isdictions as Sam Houston. He was
various ‘beasties.’ and all from wo , a member of Congress from and
men. I had no idea that women gen Governor of Tennessee, commandererally took interest in such things, in-chief of the Army of Colonial
for all I have known shriek and Texas, President of the Republic of
squeal violently whenever ’ appear Texas. Senator from the State of
with any kind of a beast or bug. J Texas and Governor of Texas.
am glad these correspondents have
“The city which is the namesake
sense.”]
of General Sam Houston is more hap
pily and less arbitrarily designated
most communities that bear the
SUET ATTRACTS ’EM than
names of famous men. It was al
most on the site of the city
Bird Feeding Station On Mid that General Houston, command
ing
the revolutionary army of
dle Street Scene of Happy Texas,
defeated Santa Ana, Presi
dent and commander-in-chief of
Feathered Family.
Mexico, in the Battle of San Jacinto
on April 21. 183C, and made possible
Rockland. Feb. 7
the State of which Houston is now
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The Middle street bird feeding sta one of the leading cities
From Battlefield to Metropolis
tion is being well patronized during '
the cold weather. A pair of hand
“If the old General could see
some hairy woodpeckers is often through the bronze eyes of the effigy
seen as also the male and female which will be set up near the scene
of the downy family.
of his pregnant victory, he would
A low, wide spreading hydrangea behold a vastly different region from
generously hung with strips of suet that over which his soldiers fought
offers food
for woodpeckers and with their fnuzzle-loading muskets.
chickadees. From 40 to 50 English The long grass in which ‘the Mexi
sparrows come for baby chick food. can Napoleon’ was found hiding the
It is a happy jolly crowd of feathered day after his defeat has been re
folk, and a spirit of camaraderie , placed by the close clipped lawns of
seems to exist, as there have her: tens of thousands of dwellings of a
no quarrels, and the sparrows have modern American, city. The few old
learned to enjoy the suet. The chick trails have turned into a checkeradees get very tame, and at' er lunch lioard of paved business streets,
fly to the branches of an overhang- j while railroads and electric lines and
ing apple tree, and* swaying in trtie ehell highways radiate out into a
chickadee fashion, call a friendly region of farms, orchards and
ranches. The place bristles with
dec-dec-dee to their be: factors.
A flock of purple finches came tc skyscrapers—more. Houstonians as
the station this morning. They were sert, than in any other city of like
in prime conditior. am, s they did . size.
One of the most noteworthy trans
not partake of food we: e evidently
on a sightseeing tour, and were at formations is that which has made
onto inland Houston a seaport. Buf
tracted by the other birds.
THE APPLE MARKET
In a lette’- just received from Mrs falo Bayou, on whose banks Texas
independence
was
won.
is
no
in
>r?.
Fred S. Rhodes, <’riehn veil, she
.Best Grades Somewhat High
speaks of spreading suet and crumbs Modern fairy* wands—; team shovels
for a flock of juncos. Crlehaven is and dredges and a few million dol
er—Not Much Call For the
lars—have turned the sluggisn old
one of the favored spots, for observ
stream into the Houston Ship Canal
ing the fall migration.
Ben Davis.
which has made the city a sort of
Ad i C. Burpee
American Manchester. Ocean steam
Boston, Feb. 5, 1925.
ers traverse the canal to a basin < n
MILK DcALERS' LICENSE
The apple market holds strong this
the city’s fringe and help to move
the .3.000.000 bales of cotton that are week with very good movement on
Must Be Renewed Bcfo’-e April 1 In marketed through Houston annually
all grades There is no particular
Order To Continue Business.
City’c Name Often Mispronounced improvement in price on poor to fair
“The population of Houston is an apples, hut best brades are some
Preparations ar^ being made for
mailing renewal application blanks unknownquantity. In 1920 the city had .
about Feb. 15, to all inrlk dealers 138,276 inhabitants. The Census Bu- j what higher. There is not much call
holding licenses. There are at pres number. It puts Houston in a sort, for Ben Davis except for a cheap
ent in the State -1.673 licenses issued reuu refuses to guess at the present peddler apple, and $3 is the limit
time the law requires that all licenses of hall of fame with about a half doz-| unless large size.
good until April 1. 1925. Before that en other cities which, Is is officially * We are having some inquiry on
shall be renewed if dealers wish to explained are growing so rapidly that price of potatoes and turnips; so we
an estimate w’Ould be valueless. Un- j will quote prices on them for the bal
continue in business.
lapon receipt of application blinks less Houston requests a epeclaU ance for the season.
The weather has been so cold in
dealers should fill out and return at enumeration as some other cities
once to the M ine department of have done it will have to do its own Aroostook County that it has been
agriculture, in flic return envelope guessing until Uncle Fam’s next of hard getting out many potatoes, and
the market has advanced steadily,
provided". Ea:«!y application means ficial counting of noses in 1939.
“Houstonians have one grudge and will probably last until Aroos
that licenses will be received when
required. Several dealers were seri against their fellow countrymen of, took gets shipping heavy gain.
ously involved last year due to fail •the North and East. If your name
Boxes
Barrels
ure to apply in sufficient time to re is* Saunders and persons you meet Baldwin 4. No. I . ..$3 50 to 4 50 1 25 to 2 00
to 1 2:
.
75
to
I
50
Baldwins
Cncltus'd
ceive licenses by the first of April. carelessly call you ‘Siinders* or ‘Zan Odd Varieties ... 2 50 to 4 50
5 to 1 2’
Dealers should prevent a. recurrence der,’ you will understand their in Tolman Sweets ..
00 to 5 011
2
50
to
4
50
by applying early this y« u and the dignation and annoyance at the con Greenings ..............
50 to 5 00
mispronunciation
of their Sp.vs ................... 32 00
applicant should be careful to give stant
to 5 00
.....................
, the exact address to which he wishes city’s name. The first syllable is not Kings
2
50
to 3 50
Starks ..................
the license mailed. A change in the pronounced as if it were ‘house’ or B»n PivL ............ 2 00 to 8 00
application routine provides that ap ‘whose’ but like the verb ‘to hew’ or Potatoes 100 lbs 1 50 to 1 65
1 25 to 1 50
masculine
Christian
name Turnips loo lbs
plications do not require the signa- the
Kingman & Hearty, Inc.,
' ture of local mflk inspectors
‘Hough’.”
"The House Built on the Apple.”
Tho license plates for milk dealers
Drunkenness will increase still
, vehicles have been shipped from the
There is no doubt in my mind but
factory and will be ready for distri faster as the laws are enforced and
bution as soon after Feb. 15 as ap this generation of drinkers pass on that, from an economic standpoint
plication* are received. The plates to the moonshiners' and bootleggers' entirely, Prohibition has been of
consist tf blue letters on a yellow reward.—Newton Doremus. Presi great benefit to all employers of
background, being the same color dent and Treasurer the Land and labor.—H. W. Coffin. Vice President
the Alabama Company.
Loan Co. Ir.c.
scheme as the 11)23 plates.

The Judge:- A Glutton for Punishment.—:-

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

bz_ fLB.

T£L. 333.

ROCKLAND

£/ou do not preserve just a
single jar of food --becai
.because
quantity can n ing is cheaper

Likewise.you'll find it cheaper to buy

HATCHET BRAND
CANNED FOODS
150 Kinds
by the case. It costs less than
the single can And vou save
time and labor, too--

He should have used SWP
House Owner: 1 had this paint put on last year and look at it now.
Painter: It doesn't take long for the weather to show up poor
paint.

House Owner: But how was I to know it was poor paint?
no paint expert.

I’m

It doesn’t take a paint expert to get reliable paint these
days.—just ordinary intelligence.
For instance, you ought to
know that there is a Company of paint experts that have been
making house paint for over fifty years; making it from accurate
formulas, mixing and grinding it with powerful machinerymanu
facturing every important ingredient; putting in just what all these
years of experience have taught them is the best.
That Company
is the Sherwin-Williams Company and the paint is known to us
painters as SWP.
Wouldn’t you be safe in trusting such a paint?

Painter:

The painter is right, as we can prove by scores
of house owners in this tows.
If you want
your house to stay painted get SWP from us.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND,

■ MAINE

